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Student loans on the rise
By Andrea Wilhelm
PULSE 1EP0BHR
Buried in bills? Chances are
you're not alone. The slowing of
the nations economy and
increasing college tuitions are
racking up the dollar signs for
students who take out loans to
pay for college.
The New York Times reported
in January that there's been a significant rise in educational debt.
The number of students who
take out loans to cover the costs
of tuition has risen in the past ten
years, from 4(i to 70 percent of
high school seniors. Conrad
McRoberts, interim director of
financial aid and senior research
associate in the Office of

"Without student loans a lot of our students wouldn't be here.
We don't want to see students borrowing more, but we don't have
any good alternatives at this point and time."

before.

CONRAD MCROBERTS, INTERIM DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID
Institutional Research, said that a
similar trend has been seen at
BGSU.
"There are more students borrowing
at
BGSU
today,"
McRoberts said. "What is happening nationally is being reflected here and the number of borrowers has gone up."
As costs keep going up, loans
keep going up. In the past, a student that needed to borrow

money could get enough from
the federal loans. Today, however,
the maximum amount of loans
students can borrow hasn't
increased, so students have to
l>orrow from other sources.
McRoberts explains that there
is a set of programs called thirdpart lenders or private loan programs where students an* not
borrowing
federal
dollars
through any of the federal stu-

said that right now the average of
private loans at BGSU is at S14
million and by the end of the J ear
could average $14.5 million.This
is up from S9 million the previous
year and $7 million from the year

dent loan programs, but aa' DOTrowing from private banks.
"That volume has gone up significantly." he said. "Students an
borrowing the federal loans they
can get and then on lop of thai
they are borrowing several thousand dollars mote per year to get

In their trek through college
and beyond, student borrowers
now accumulate an average of

S27,Mxi in educational debt,
almost three and a half times

what they compiled a decade
ago. according to a national survey by Nellie Mae, the student

loan company

aD the money they need to attend
school."

Average aggregate indebtedness for the University's under-

Norm Bedford,
associate
director of student financial aid,

BILLS. PAGE 2

S£S PREPARING FOR WAR

summer
job fair
By loanna Hammer
REPOftlER

The Career Center is holding
its 22nd Annual Summer lob
Fair today in hopes of helping
University students find sum
mer employment.
The 22nd Annual Summer
lob Fair will be held in the
Bowen Thompson
Student
Union. Room 202 from noon4pm. This event is sponsored by
the Career Center, a division of
Student Affairs.
Peg Hucksky. Coordinator of
the
lob
Location
&
Development Program in the
Career Center said she assists
students who an' looking for
part-time, summer and seasonal jobs. One of her main job
lesponsibiliiies is coordinating
the Summer lob Fair
last year around 1000 Students attended the job fair. This
year with the event being held in
the Student Union, Bucksky is
expecting more students due to
the convenient location.
"By attending the Summer
lob Fair, students can get a jump
on finding a summer job,"
Bucksky said.
She said that a goal of the
event is to encourage students
to find a job before they go
home for the summer.
There are employers looking
for students with background
fields in everything from hospitality management to recreation.
"They have jobs thai not only
offer paid employment, but
work experience related to their
majors," Bucksky said.
There will be 60 companies
and 125 rex-miters, mostly from
Ohio and Michigan at the
event.
Employers will be recruiting
students to fill a variety of summer positions, ranging from
camp Instruction and hospitality, to business, marketing and
health professions to name a
few.
Students are encouraged to
bring their resumes, Bucksky
said but they are not required.
I hey should come dressed in
business casual attire. Many
employers will do on-lhe-spot,
informal interviews at the fair.
Nichole Croskey. who plans
on attending the event said, "It's
nice because I can go and learn
JOB-FAIR. PAGE 2

Maf cio low Sand»z AP Photo
PRECAUTIONS: PatK Rangers James King, left, and Sam Eddy guatd the Golden Gate Budge in San Francisco. Access to a sightseeing area
under the bridge was closed to the public yesterday as the nation faces a high terror alert. The terror alert followed President Bush's ultimatum to Saddam Hussein and his sons to leave Iraq or face a U.S.-led invasion.

By Andrew Scharf
use itponti
list, passed a resolution asking the University to stop vehicles from driving on campus
sidewalks.
The resolution intends to
place a ban on media vehicles,
delivery vehicles, and contractors' vehicles, using University
sidewalks. Buses for athletic
teams and state vehicles are also
included in the resolution.
"Every vehicle that is on this
bill poses a threat to public safety," John Toman, senator said.
USG notes that vehicles driving and parking along sidewalks aa- also a source of frustration for students. The resolution states that diere is enough
close parking to keep vehicles
off the sidewalks. There arc also
loading docks at nearly all
University buildings. The resolution notes Ural these facilities
should be keeping vehicles off of
campus sidewalks.
Emergency vehicles and
those used in the removal of
snow are exceptions from the
proposed ban. Under the resolution vehicles will be permitted
to drive on sidewalks only after
being approved by the director
of public safety.
Resolution author Brian Small
had been concerned with this
issue for some time. 1 le decided
to write the resolution after getting an e-mail from a student
The student had almost been hit
by a state vehicle while walking
along a campus sidewalk.
"I think it is about time mat
we take a stand on this issue,"
Small, said.
The resolution asks to establish a task force to help regulate
the problem. The task force will
develop procedures regarding
the use of vehicles. USG will
appoint a minimum of four
members of the undergraduate
student body to the task force.
Students will serve along with
other facets of the University.
"A variety of departments will
take pan in the task force," Small
said.
According to the University's
risk management department
there have been no injuries as a
SIDEWALKS, PAGE 2

State auditor receives award
lo Ann Schultz
REPORrtR
last night in the U'nhart
(land Ballroom, the University's
Women's Center and Alumni
Association presented the 2002
Distinguished Alumnus Award to
Betty Montgomery, Ohio's first
female Auditor of State.
The theme this month for the
Women's Study Program is celebrating women's triumphs and
Betty Montgomery is no stranger
to triumphs. She started off at the
University by earning her liberal
Arts degree in 1970. She said, "I
think the world of BGSU," and
the university reflects values.
After BCiSU she went on to the
College of law at the University
of Toledo to earn her law degree
in 1976.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

USG
passes
sidewalk
resolution

In 1980 she made history for
the first time in her career when
she was elected as the only
female prosecutor in die State of
Ohio. She went on to become a
state senator, which gave her
authorization to give legislation
to Ohio's first living will law. its
first brownsfields law and vicliins rights legislation.
Her history-making streak
continued when she became the
first female attorney general for
the state of Ohio. last fall, she
became Ohio's first female
Auditor of State, which is her current position.
From her personal experiences, Montgomery has learned
many lessons that have made
her career as successful as it is."
"Along the way, I've learned

MONTGOMERY. PAGE 2

Isolated
T-Storms
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HONORED: Betty Montgomery kicked off Women's History month last
night with her speech "Celebrating Women's Triumphs."
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that tenacity, humor, never being
afraid of working as hard as you
can. never taking yourself too
seriously
is
important,
Montgomery said.
The philosophy Montgomery
has gone by for so many years to
help her achieve her many
accomplishments is simple.
"Each of your obligations is to
keep an open door behind you.
because someone held ihe door
for you," she said.
Montgomery feels that right
now we are going a little backward.
The role of women legislators
across the country has seen a
decline compared to previous
years.
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Grants not in pace with tuition
Bias, FROM PAGE 1

graduate students is SI9,860, a
third less then the national average. According to Mcftnhcrts,
that has continued to Increase
Approximately Bve yean ago the
average was onlv $12,000 to
$13400.
"Based on last years data.
there are approximately 11,000
or 12,000 undergraduate students
borrowing
loans,"
McAobertS said. Iliat's a pretty
good percentage of our total stu
dent population."
To Counteract indebtedness,
Brown University eliminated
workstud) foi freshman and has
Instead chosen to give out scholarships Prim eton University has
reduced the number of loans It
gives "in in I.IVIM of distributing
more grants. Harvard University
has increased irs financial aid
budget by $17 million in the past

Bve years.
"Brown. Princeton and other
private schools are able to do SO
because they have substantial
endowments, waj more than
public institutions such as
Bowling Green State University,"
Mclioberis said "Student loans
at Bowling Green are the largest

Fair gives
students job
opportunities

source of financial assistance
available to students."
With a total loan volume for
uiulergrads at this University
exceeding $25 million annually,
then.' is no way the University
would have the resources to
cover ibis amount. However, the
University does have a foundation that contributes close to a
million dollars yearly to student
financial aid.
When considering that tuition
and fees at private and public
universities have more than doubled in the last two years, it
semis inevitable that grants
must also increase; however,
they have "not nearly kept pace
with the cost of higher education.' the New York Times reported.
"The truth is, it's a lot easier to
increase loans than grants," said
Ken Ucdd. research director of
the National Association of
Student
Financial
Aid
Administrators, in the Times.
"Until now, those loans have
been a very good investment, but
the concern I hear now is, 'With
the economy the way it is, how
long is that going to last?"'
In past years, the University's

largest source of revenues was
state subsidy. About 10 percent
of die University's revenues each
year comes from other sources
such as grants and contributions.
Another main source of revenue
comes from student tuition and
fees. As the economy has
become tighter, most of the
University's revenue comes from
student fees.
"If the economy continues on
the way it's going right now and
the job market doesn't get any
better, when these students
graduate and have all this debt,
how are they going to pay this
off?'McRoberts said.
"Beyond die concent that lowincome students won't go to college, a bigger concern is that they
will keep their debt down by
working more hours during
school," said Donald E Heller,
senior research association at the
Center for the Study of I ligher
l-ilnc .iiion at Pennsylvania State
University, in the Times.
"Working too many hours is one
of the biggest factors in terms of
not getting a degree."
"Indebtedness was becoming
more and more of an issue," said
William Wright-Swadel, director

Montgomery
inspires students

JOB-FAIR, FROM PAGF 1

MONTGOMERY, FROM PAGE I

about the company and even
have an on the spot Interview
possibly, hs convenient with my
hectic si Imiiile.
Bucksky said ii is -,\ wonderful
opportunity fbi Univefsitj stu
dents to explore the many summer job opportunities that are
available for them.
"It's a win-win situation for
Ixilh students who are looking
fbi lummei jobs and fbi the
employers who are looking to
hire," said Bucksky.

Another thing Montgomery
has also learned about women
is thai when they have gone to
recruit women, the most common responses are, they aie not
qualified or they do not have the
time.
Recognizing opportunity and
taking the lisk of seizing that
opportunity when it knocks is
what took Montgomery to
where she is today, she

yourself. At some point, your job
is to recognize an opportunity
and as a woman, not be afraid to
take it," she said.
She also credits her family for
giving her great balance and
added, "I've been blessed of
never having a job 1 didn't love."
When asked what she
thought of the speechjill
Brandt, senior, said, "1 thought it
was inspirational for women

of career services at Harvard, in
the Times. "We kept hearing, 'I'm
going to go work in industry for a
few years, then I will return to
what 1 care about.' Frankly I'm
not sure how many of them were
able to make the return trip."
McRoberts said that there is a
concern that some students may
even be influenced in their major
selection because of the debt
they may have later.
"Some people are making
career choices based on the ability to pay off all the loans they
have to take on in school,"
McRoberts said. Credit card debt
and the related finance charges
are also often experienced for the
first time in college, considering
that some students choose to
charge their school bills to a credit card. However, consumer
advocates and financial aid planners would recommend using a
regulated student loan as the
best option to pay large school
fees, instead of a credit card.
News of increased educational
debt should not turn students
away from loans, however.
"Without student loans a lot of
our students wouldn't be here,"
McRoberts said. "VJe don't want

to see students borrowing more,
but we don't have any good alternatives at this point and time."
On the brighter side, coUege
graduates can expect to cam $1
million more during their careers
than those with a high-school
diploma in tow, the College
Board says, and advanced
degrees are worth even more.
Student loan companies add that
interest rates are unusually low,
so that even with more debt, borrowers may not carry higher
monthly payments,
Default rates arc also at historically low levels, down to 5.9 percent in the fiscal year 2000 from
22.4 percent in 1990. The
Department of Education attributes the trend to aggressive
enforcement by universities, private lenders and federal officials
to track down negligent borrowers and to get them to pay up.
Bowling
Green
State
University students have an outStanding record of repaying
loans. Their default rate is neat 3
or 4 percent, according to
McRoberts.
"We have been among the
lowest default rates around,"
McRoberts said.

Whipple
to head
task force
SIDEWALKS, FROM PAGE 1

result of traffic along sidewalks.
Risk management still considers
the resolution to be beneficial to
the safety of students, especially
the creation of a task force. The
task force will be headed by Ed
Whipple Vice President of
Student Affairs.
"The task force is an excellent
idea and it has the full support of
risk management," Kim Miller,
director of risk management,
said.
The resolution -vill now be
sent to University administrators and delivery companies.
Administrators will consider the
resolution and make a decision
in the coining months. Small
hopes that the final move will be
a policy decision ceasing traffic
on campus sidewalks.
"If the students would really
rally behind this issue, it might
move it along more quickly,"
Miller said.

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Correction

The Scars

In Tuesday's issue of the
BGNEWS the percentage of
students supporting the war
was incorrect. Of the 131 students who took part in the
February survey, 58, or 44
percent, said they oppose the
war on Iraq. Forty-four students, 34 percent, said they
support an attack. Twentynine were undecided.

Tower in

Chicago has
its own
zip code.

students."

explained.

she siid, "If people have faitii
in you you have to have faith in

OPEN HOUSE
for
Educational Opportunities
at the
Medical College of Ohio
The Medical College of Ohio is a premier
academic health-science center. In addition
to the doctor of medicine degree, MCO also
grants master's, Ph.D. and combined degrees
•Allied Health Professions

•Nursing

• Biomedical Research

• Medicine

Open House
for prospective students
Saturday, March 29, 2003
Health Education Bldg. Room 110
1:30-4:30 p.m.
To RSVP or for more information
contact openhouse@mco.edu
or call (419) 383-5056.
RSVP by Friday, March 28.

M»dlc«l College of Ohio

"Most great
ideas never

see the m
Past UAO events included the Ludacris Concert, Everclear, The
Roots, RUN DMC; Comedians D. L. Hughley, Dave Chappelle,
Dane Cook, Jamie Kennedy and Lewis Black; the Heads vs.
Feds Legalization of Marijuana Debate; Chuck D; Popular
movies and the Gish "Gangster" Movie series.

Gain valuable leadership experience, build your
resume and help build a better campus community!
UAO is seeking individuals who want to make their ideas a reality.
Apply to be a Member of the Board of Directors!

For more information and an application, please contact
the Office of Campus Involvement
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

372-2343

www.mco.edu

or visit the UAO website at
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organizations/uao/final.htm
Applications are due March 28, 2003

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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STUDY: PLAYING VIDEO GAMES HAS BENEFITS

CAMPUS

(U-WIKI-) IDS ANGELES • Avid computer gamers may be
pleased lo know the countless hours they spend playing
computer games can actually help them perform better in
school. A study released from the Children's Digital Media
Center at University of California-Los Angeles found the
cognitive skills developed from playing computer and video
flames can help people in areas of science and technology.

get a i:fp
^pk^^^^F

rhe calender of events is taken from
hllp-j/erailibgsu.edu

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Benefit for Gabiel Marquez
Information will be given and
donations will be accepted.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Annual Undergraduate Art &
Design Exhibition
A |uned selection of art in all
media by freshman, sophomore
and junior students in the BGSU
School of Art.
Dorothy Uber Bryan & Willard
Wankelman Galleries

I
[

table and will be selling memory
videos
Union Lobby

tion, contact Peg Bucksky at 419-

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Alpha Omicron Pi will be selling
duffle bags and lollipops for
Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby

Noon
Brown Bag Lunch: "Celebrating
Women's Educational Triumphs"
Most people would consider presenters Kathy Mueller and Sally
Doren "non-traditional" students.
Kathy is an "adult learner"
halfway through her Masters of
Public Administration degree,
while Sally completed her graduate program in her late 30s.
Having had to overcome society's
idea of gender roles inside and
outside the household, they have
nevertheless pursued their own
goals Today, beyond their academic achievements, both women
are to be celebrated for the
numerous community activities in
which they are involved, and their
commitment to empower other
women. Join us in the celebration
of women's educational triumphs.
107 Hanna Hall

11:30 a.m. -1 p.m.
Graduate Student Senate Soup t
Substance
Union Room 207-Mytander
Meeting Room

10 a.m. -4 p.m
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Rec. Sports will be selling picture
frames.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -2 p.m
Dance Marathon Sale
The Dance Marathon Faculty and
Staff Core Committee will be selling candles and Post-its as a
fundraiser.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
International Dinner Ticket Sales
Sponsored by the World Student
Association.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Last DM Overall
Dance Marathon will have an info.

^H
^^^^^^

11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Southwest 3-on-3 Mac Outdoor

Tourney
The Tourney will have a promotion
and registration table
Union Lobby
Noon - 4 p.m.
22nd Annual Summer Job Fair
Approximately 60 organizations
and 115 recruiters will be on
campus. Resumes are encouraged but not required. Students
should come dressed in business
casual attire. For a list of employers check out the Career Center
web page at
www.bgsu.ed u/oftices/sa/career/s
tudents/index.html or pick up a
Summer Job Fair Employer Guide
which can be found in most campus buildings. For more informa-

372-9294.
Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Noon - 4 p.m.
Dance Week Table
Dance Marathon will have a signin for spirit points and give out
information.
Union Lobby
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Sale
Alpha Phi Omega will be selling

Dance Marathon windpants.
Math-Science Bldg.

MPPLESWTIMEIA HISTORY SKKJKS

First anti-war
teach-in: 1965

1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Spring Fest Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Dry Dock.
Union Lobby
2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Jabberwock Ticket Sales
Union Lobby

By Debra Beal
RIPORIIR

2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Phi Kappa Tau Scrubs Sale
Fundraiser for Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Career Center Workshop
For more information, contact the
Career Center at 419-372-2356.
Union Room 308-McMaster
Meeting Room
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Media I Democracy Panel
Discussion
Sponsored by the English
Department.
Union Multipurpose Room
8 p.m.
Triumphant Women Film Series:
Gorillas in the Mist
Part of Women's History Month
2003: Bowling Green State
University Celebrating Women's
Triumphs. Sponsored by the
Union.
Union Theater
8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Mark
Moliterno, baritone
Music series featuring College of
Musical Arts Faculty. Free and
open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

War protesting took on a whole
new twist in 1965 when the
University of Michigan held the
first anti-war teach-in
In
American history. After President
lohnson ordered the bombing of
North Vietnam, thus escalating
war, a group of 49 professors had
the idea to encourage students to
examine government policies.
The teach-in took place on the
evening of March 24.1965, and in
all, over 200 faculty members volunteered to participate. They
expected maybe 1.000 students to
anend the optional overnight lectures protesting the war. Their
expectations were exceeded
when over 3,000 students packed
into the four auditoriums in
Angell and Mason Halls.
Throughout the night, three
bomb threats forced evacuation
of the buildings, but the lectures
continued in the cold night air
while helmeted policemen carried out inspections, according to
a University of Michigan Web she.
"Some students thought it was a
good time to throw snowballs,"
professor Richard Mann said.
As the teach-in continued,
more than 80 counter-protestors
goaded the anti-war speakers
with opposing arguments and
banners that read "Drop the
bomb," and "Peace through
strength." After the lectures, the
students held a rally at midnight,
and 600 die-hard students
remained at 8 the following

morning.
The students in attendance
described the teach-in as .i pm
crful experience thai de<
the campus. "We were upall night
and it was just e\i'itement." graduate student Bunyan Bryani said
Bryant is now a professor in tin

School of Natural Resources m
the I Inivcrsiiy of Michigan.
With
the
phenomenal
response at the Uimvi
Michigan, leach-ins ipres
across the nation with 35 othi
universities following their lead,
including the University of Penn.
Columbia University, Michigan
State and Western Reserve
A national teach-in was ab
held in Washington DC. on
16, 1965. which was coveted I
major newspapers, teli >
networks and radio stations
After September 11 and the
possibility of war with Iraq, ill
versities have revived teach it
"though on a less grand teal
according to a lohn HopUns
University Web site.
Professor Bryant, who attend
ed the first teach-in, made a coin
parison of teach-ins both past
and present.
"I think that if the war against
terrorists widens and there to this
serious loss of American livis.
and if this country has to start the
draft again, then I think that there
will probably be teach-ins and I
think those teach-ins would have
the same effect they did in the
1960s," Bryant said.
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BOWEN-THOMPSON

445 E. Wooster
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

Bowling Green. OH

Sat 9am-1 pm

43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-071 7

• 2 bath

Frazee Ave. Apartments
Field Manor
516 East Merry

• 1 & 2 car garages
• fireplace, washer/dryer, diswashers, garbage disposals, ft A/C

3 Bedroom House
$1350°7mo.
4 Bedroom House
$1500°7mo.
Available May and August

Live in Bowling
Green's Newest
Subdivision!

Call 352-3445

You're quiet and tree a graduate maybe
No furniture to share but closets to spam
All kitchens are new - a shuttle stop too
Laundry on site and the parking has lights
They come with AC - the heal will be tree
I think you'll agree that these you must see

/OAM-SM*

Af?PO/A/TtVt£A/rs • 3S4.SS2S\

Bentwood
Houses

710 Seventh Street

704 Fifth Street
Quick bke a bunny > get mom lo* you' money
These apartments are furnished - they also have air
And better yet your landlord is honest and tair
Clean and well groomed you't have plenty ol room
Parking and laundry takes care ot the quandary
When you're too tired lo hop jusl use the shuttle stop

Semester
■.eases
Available
All Large
2 Bedroom
2 Baths
Furnished
Starting at $590°°/mo.
+ utilities
New 2 person rate for
9 1/2 mo. lease!

SIGN UP TODA Y!
check out our website at

www.wcn|et.org/~gbrental

STUDENT UNION

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEUNQI'OTK

OPINION

"THE COW IS OUR MOTHER, ATM EATS
HER."
Banners hdd by political opponents of India's prime minister. Cows arc sacred
to Indias 900 million Hindus, and charges of beef-eating are a declaration of
political war.
(nnvwfdurm)

Do you want any freedom fries?
Has anyone ever heard of freedom fries? If not, I bet you have
oaten some freedom toast for
breakfast. Don't be too confused.
The food we are referring to were
formerly called french fries and
trench toast. So why the sudden
allergy to the word French?
Bob Ney, chairman of the
committee on I louse administration, decreed that "freedom
fries" and "freedom toast' will be
served in the cafeterias in the
three I louse of Representatives'

office buildings. OK, now is the
time to be contused.
Why would a U.S. politician
use a propaganda tactic aimed at
demonizing an ally? Left try and
talk this out.
France hits been in opposition
to an American-led attack on
Iraq from day one of the conflict.
Iliey were heavily involved in
both wortd wars and they sustained heavy casualties throughout. The United States led the
invasion of Normandy to liberate

France from German occupation AV'e helped a torn country, a
country that we have been allies
with since the Revolutionary
War, and now the U.S. government is trying to get Americans
to hate the French.
This same tactic was used
against Germany during World
War II: sauerkraut was called
liberty cabbage," hamburgers
were called "liberty steaks,"
German measles were called
"liberty measles." and dachs-

A successful life requires plan
EMMANUEL
OLUBAJO
Guest Columnist
Dr. lohn Fabre, the great
French naturalist, conducted a
most unusual experiment with
some processionary caterpillars.
These caterpillars had a peculiar
nature of following each other
blindly Dr. Fabre can-lulls
arranged them in a circle around
[he rim of a flowerpot. In the
center of the flowerpot were pine
needles, which is the catepillar's
favorite food. The caterpillars followed each other blindly, around
and around they went hour after
hour, day after day, night after
night, dying of starvation one
after the other. By the seventh
day, they had all died. They litei
ally followed each other and
starved to death with an abundance of food less than five inches away. What a tragedy you
might say.
This is exactly what is happening in the life of many people
today. Folks blindly follow their
contemporaries without having
an iota of thought for their own
mission or goal in life. Today,
many troubled young people do
not succeed because they are an
easy target for drugs, alcohol and
a destructive lifestyle. They have
no dreams, no plans and no
goals. Their lives have no purpose.
The Beatles wrote a song that
states, "He's a real nowhere man,
sitting in his a nowhere land,

making all his nowhere plans for
nobody. Doesn't have a point of
view, knows not where he is
going to. Isn't he a hit like you
and me?" What about you?
Plans bother some folks
because they think it will cramp
their style or stifle their creativity.
Nothing could be further from
die truth. Developing a plan for
your future is the most creative
lask you will ever undertake.! low
can you get what you really want
out of life?
I believe you start by establishing a goal and a plan to reach
diat goal. These essentials apply
regardless of whether your interests and goals are in education,
medicine, athletics or whatever.
A famous actor decided to
make a mid-life career change.
His goal was to enter politics. I le
carefully charted out a plan that
began with involvement in local
and then in state politics. That
man, whose goal also included
die highest possible office in
America is Ronald Reagan.
Your life will drift into
nowhere. If you have no plans,
then circumstances, challenges
of the hour, unusual situations
and negative people will determine your priorities. You may
never get out of low gear.
Nothing in this life gives you
more satisfaction than knowing
you are on die road to success
and achievement. There is no
bigger challenge than making
the most of yourself. Believe it.
and it can be done. Confidence
in your potential success sols iho
mind in motion to find a way

accomplish your goals.
If you are pregnant with an
idea or vision in life may have to
talk, think, believe and act differently. Obviously, you might have
to face criticism from strangers
and even from family and
friends, bin you should never
give up your vision because
nobody feels what you feel and
nobody sees what you see.
Anytime 1 find myself in the
majority in life, I believe its time
in pause and reflect, because if
everyone is saying the same
thing, then someone is not saying something.
We are often told never to
cross a bridge until we come to
it. Iliis world is owned by men
who have "crossed bridges" in
their imagination far ahead of
the crowd. Everything great started as somebody's daydream.
Successful people are first
dreamers.
One of the greatest gifts we
possess, as human beings, is the
righl to make choices Mans
people blindly allow others to
determine their path in life. You
either make a choice or life will
forcefully choose for you and
may I inform you that life will
rarely choose to your advantage.
Fulfillment of your vision and
destiny is your responsibility.
Always remember that you arc
the master of your fate, the architect of your future and the person behind the wheel of your
life. I low you succeed in life
should be up to youl

hunds were called "liberty dogs'"
There is one big difference
between the two situations:
France is our ally, not our enemy!
Shouldn't we be attacking Iraq
with propaganda? Is this some
immature idea for getting
revenge on the French for not
supporting our actions?
France exports more $500 million worth of materials to Iraq.
That is almost one-fourth of
France's exports. It is no wonder
they don't want to attack the

PEOPLE

0NTHE STREET
What would you say to
the people who were not
at the bar at 5:30 AM on
St. Patty's Day?

DOUG MCLURE
JUNIOR, PHYS ED.

"My roommate is a sorry
excuse for an Irishman.
I wish I had a car."

■TO
ERIC STRATT0N
GRADUATE STUDENT
UNDECIDED

"More beer for me."

R
DOUGLAS H0WSER
SENIOR, PRE-MED

"Better to booze than
to snooze."

C0RS0 BINAU
SENIOR, GRAPHIC DESIGN

U*£<t £ '<

"Showyour Lucky
Charms."

\
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country that is one of its largest
sources of national income. It is
almost certain that the United
States, if put in the same position, would make die same decision that the French have made.
Some people feel that the
renaming of the aforementioned
ftxids are a show of patriotism.
Well, if we hate the French so
much now, why not cover up the
Statue of liberty and close the
I ii in h Quarter of New Orleans?
If you think that these are absurd

ideas then there is hope for us.
This renaming tactic is making
the United States government
look ridiculous It almost feels
like the president is using the
nation to have a school yard
name-calling contes. .o see who
will cry first. It is rather sad.
lorget about "freedom fries"
and "freedom toast." locus on
the issue at hand: the threat of
war with Iraq. Oh, if you get hungry while focusing, just order
some french fries.

Preempitive force is
key to US. security
a speech his grandfather gave
advocating a preemptive attack
on Germany, in which he
recounted, "last time I saw
Opinion Columnist |war| coming and cried aloud
in the wilderness, but no one
paid any attention." An eariy
The United States has never
attack against Germany would
been isolationist country. True,
undoubtedly have saved thouwe promised ourselves never
sands of lives in combat and
to be involved in the entanmillions of lives in I Intel's
gling affairs of a staggering
deadi camps. We should all be
Furope with the passing of
familiar with the late
George Washington's presidenChurchill's remarks on Worid
cy, but few dispute his advice
War II: "Never was a great disabout entangling alliances.
aster more preventable."
Nothing can cause more con(Ihviously. then are trouflict than the ties diat bind
bling consequences to the precountries beyond a generation.
emptive use of force, but reaIt doesn't make any sense for
son can still win die day. It is
countries with no strategic
said that preemption will set a
interest to bind together, but
horrible precedent. Hussein's
today we are bound by treaty
United Nations ambassador
to respond with force if any of
has already called for Bush to
the 19 NATO countries are
step down as president, labelanacked.
ing him an insane imperialist.
Also, Bulgaria, Estonia,
Soviet Russia was famous for
Latvia, Lithuania. Romania,
this mirroring tactic, specificalSlovakia and Slovenia have
ly designed to pacify the world
been invited to join the alliance
by confusing it, and accusing
and the (yech Republic,
responsive action of being
I lungary and Poland have
aggressive. The same wheel has
already begun accession talks.
been rolling in the Middle East
We gain no strategic advantage
for 50 years or more. This is
in a military alliance with these
why Arab terrorist groups like
countries yet we promise the
I lamas accuse Israel of terrorblood of our children to defend
ism and the'lalihan and
their homeland. Such broad
(>sa 111 a bin laden refer to
ties are not a good long-term
America and, specifically
defense strategy, but they also
George W Bush, as terrorists
defy accusations of isolationBut reason still triumphs if
ism.
information is open to our
America doesn't even have a
allies: the Soviets could never
tradition of isolationism: we
claim that placing nuclear mishad two imperial periods, one
siles on their Western fronts or
preceding the Civil War and
one following it. In die first, our in (Alba, was a defensive tactic.
I-ew in the world buy die
country expanded to include
notion that there is more ratioAlaska and Hawaii, the
nale in preserving Saddam
Southeastern United States
Hussein on account of our
and the Louisiana territory. In
president's sanity. likewise,
the second, we stretched our
projective claims of aggression
military might as far as the
will be apparent to the worid,
Philippines. When the former
so long as we don't hinder ourI'losiiloiii Rush, on the50th
selves widi moral relativism.
anniversary of die bombing of
While it isn't self-apparent, it
Peari Harbor, commented that
remains true that our security
our isolation following World
will be retained by the forces
War I had much to do widi the
that have always kept their
bombing, he couldn't have
guard. Trusting in bodies like
been lurther from the truth.
the United Nations and NATO
That being said, not all
to resolve problems is doomed
American interventions have
to resulting in broad, worldbeen bad. Our expansion westwide conflicts that should be
ward in the first half of the 18th
regional disturbances, while
century was to secure our borthe most effective way of
ders from European control
resolving regional threats is to
and imminent threats from
allow countries with a stake in
Britain, France and Spain. I lad
die threat to setde it themwe intervened to stop I litler
selves. Washington's adage was
cariier, we would have been in
not unilateral and was definitethe right.
ly not isolationist. Neither is
Winston S. Churchill recalled
our war.

I0EL HAMMOND, MANAGING EDITOR
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OHIO MILITARY RESERVE BACKS UP THE BACKUPS

www.bgnews.com/nation

SME

CLEVELAND (AP) -Ifthe Ohio National Guard te
transferred from state to federal control, another
reserve unit stands ready to take over the guard's state
support duties. The ()hio Military Reserve — about
2,400 strong, Stacylbtten estimated — identities itself
as milit.il\ police. Its members have arrest powers, can
l)i' issued weapons and can use deadly force, she said.

Wright brothers replica unveiled
By Eun-Kyung Kim
1 HE «SS0CIA1CD PKCSS

ARLINGTON, V.i. — Despite
the technological advances <>i
aviation In the past century, flight
enthusiasts have returned to the
basics io celebrate the greatest
creation ol the Wright brothers.
A repUca of the Wright Fiyw
used io take the historic Dec |7,
1903 flight over the North
Carolina sand duties at kitty
Hawk wat unveiled luesday a)
Washington's Reagan National
Airport.
The605-pound,seven toot-tall
glider, bitili primarily ol wood,
steel and muslin, will sail the
exact path oi its prototype later
this year to commemorate the
100th anniversary ol (light
"The event needed to be so
special thai everybody from the
most jaded traveler to the i
enced pilot would feel pride and
goose bumps," said Tom
Poberezny, president ol the
Experimental
lation
and II S

Centennial of Might

ioniinissionei. Ihis centennial
is perhaps our greatest opportunity tn rekindle a fascination and
appreciation for flight and what it
contributes to out society."
The hand built liver replica
boasts a 40-fbot-wingspananda
12-horsepower,
4-cylinder
engine. It will tout the nation

before making its liisi flight Dei
17 in Kitty Hawk, now pail ol Kill
Devil Hills, \.(

Ibday, one ol my dreams has
becomi
iid Ken Hyde,
a retired commercial airline pilot
and foundei ol The Wright
Experience, the organization that
built the Fryer replica,
Hyde said rebuilding the plane
has been a dream of his for more
than a dec ade, I he reproduction
features details faithful to the
Original and was made without
any modem alterations, a difficult task since main ol the tools
used byOrvUleandWUbui i\
no longer exist. I he Wright
Brothers also often worked in
secrecy, leaving behind few blue-

prints or Othet types of instiuc
lion.
"You will find no hooks, no
detailed drawings of what thisau
plane should look like, no manu
als to adjust the engine, or how
tight to torque the propellers,"
Hyde said.
I his effort is the ultimate
engineering |ob with one
major catch — we had io ignore
what we have teamed over the
past 100 years. We could n
tionS tO their work, we had
to learn to accept their design
and embrace their thii
even though today we !.

there are many more effli ieni
ways to accomplish the same
thing."
\manda Wright Line, the
grandniece ol the '■'■
called the plane "the work ol kindied spirits,"

she said she jnd her brother,
Stephen Wright, have been read
ing everything possible to learn
about the historical background
of their famous ancestors.

Evan VucclAP Photo
WRIGHT EXPERIENCE: Ken Hyde ol the Wartenton, Va.-based The Wright Experience, speaks in (rant
of his organization's 1903 Wright Flyer reproduction during an unveiling ceremony at Washington's
Reagan National Airport yesterday. The plane will be used to re-enact the Wright brothers first flight.
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IOWA TEENAGER SHOOTS HIMSELF IN SCHOOL
GUTTENBERG, Iowa (AP) — A troubled high school
senior, hiding a rifle under his coat, went to the principal's office and shot himself in the abdomen, police
said.Richard E Hubbard III, 17, was in stable condition
Tuesday at University Hospitals in Iowa City, and was
expected to recover from the wound.

MH)N
Iraqis prepare to defend
By Hanua Htndawi
IBI ASSOCIATED PRESS

IwomeMayAPPMo
WAR PREPARATION: An Iraqi traffic police officer stands next to
sandbag defences in Baghdad. Monday, March 10. Stacking oil barrels and dry wood to be set afire and sandbag defensive positions
have been built throughout Baghdad.

**

Wondering where
to live next year?

801 FIFTH ST.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or patios. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric and gas heat. $500.00
per month for a 12-month lease.

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Iraqis prepared Tuesday lo defend their
nation against an American-led
attack, stacking oil barrels and
dry wood in parts of Baghdad —
ready to be set afire in hopes of
concealing targets during an aerial bombardment
Baghdad residents mobbed
bakeries and gas stations in a desperate nish for supplies. Shelves
in many shops were empty after
store owners moved merchandise to warehouses, fearing
bombing or looting.
Defying a U.S. ultimatum to
leave Iraq with his sons or face
war, Saddam Hussein appeared
on television in military uniform
— for the first time since the 1991
GulfWar—and warned his commanders to prepare for battle.
Thousands of demonstrators
swept into the sttects of the Iraqi
capital, mobilized by a televised
appeal to show their support for
the Iraqi leader. Waving pictures
of Saddam, the protesters
promised to give Saddam their
"blood and souk"
The United Nations pulled its
weapons inspectors out of the
country Tuesday, ending the second effort in about dozen years to
verify that Iraq had ended its programs to build weapons of mass

"It is Bush who should go into exile,
because it is Mr. Bush who is endangering
the whole world."
NAIISABRI, IRAQ'S FOREIGN MINISTER

destruction.
In a televised speech Monday
night, President Bush gave
Saddam 48 hours to step down or
face war, and promised "the
tyrant will soon be gone." Nearly
300,000 U.S. and British troops
are in the region poised to strike.
But Saddam indicated he wasn't going anywhere. After chairing
a meeting of Iraq's highest cxecu tive body — the Revolution
Command Council — the leader
condemned Bush and his dictates
Iraq's foreign minister Naji
Sabri told reporters it was "Bush
who should go into exile, because
it is Mr. Bush who is endangering
the whole world."
Saddam, Iraq's president of 23
years, also chaired a military
meeting on 'Iliesday attended by
his son Qusai, who heads the elite
Republican Guard, and senior
commanders. The
meeting
reviewed war plans and military
readiness, Iraq's al-Shabab television reported.
The
station,
owned
by
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Call for an appointment •
Serving BG since

Apartments that
won't break the bank
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or
patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private
parking lot and laundry facilities.
Resident pays electric & gas heat.
$500.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

5 beds/1 booth

LOCATIONS

Saddam's eldest son (Mai, also
called on Iraqis to demonstrate
across the country to show support for Saddam. Soon 5,000 people gathered in Baghdad's AlMansour neighborhood many
armed and wearing the olivegreen uniform of the niling Baath
party.
Waving portraits of Saddam,
diey chanted, "We sacrifice ourselves for you Saddam, with our
blood and souls!" and carried
banners that read, "Saddam is
Iraq and Iraq is Saddam."
Smaller demonstrations took
place elsewhere in Baghdad, but
there were no immediate reports
of demonstrations elsewhere in
Iraq.
Meanwhile,
at
Saddam
International Airport, hundreds
of passengers snatched up the
last available plane seats to
lurdan and Syria — the only destinations available Tuesday.
The diplomatic exodus continued, with ambassadors from
Greece and France taking the
overland
road
to
lordan.

1 )iplomats from China, Germany
and the Czech Republic left earlier this week.
Many of the hundreds of foreign journalists who have been
covering Iraq's standoff with the
United States also departed, with
only several dozen now in the
Iraqi capital.
The dinar, Iraq's currency, lost
ground against the U.S. dollar,
slumping to about 2.800 to the
dollar, compared to 2,600 a week
ago.
U.N. weapons inspectors flew
out of Iraq earlier Tuesday, arriving in I arnaca, Cyprus They were
ordered out Monday by U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
after the United States indicated
war was near.
Sabri criticized Annan for withdrawing U.N. weapons inspectors and humanitarian workers
from Iraq, saying die world organization had abandoned its
duties.
Sabri also criticized die decision to pull out U.N. monitors
from die Iraq-Kuwait border as a
violation of U.N. resolutions that
cleared "the path for aggression."
"This is a clear violation of the
Charter of the United Nations,"
Sabri told reporters. "This is
abandoning by the U.N. of its
duties. It's a shamelul measure."

(4191.151-2844
6 beds/3 booths
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HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004

LIVE COVERAGE ALL WEEKEND
On Cable Channel 6
BGSUDANCE MARATHON
CHILDREN'S MIRACLE NETWORK
BQ 24'e Coverage of Dance Marathon 2003i
Friday. March 21" LIVE News Bmadcast@ 5:30PM
Saturday. March 22** Opening Ceremonies
LIVE @

9:30AM-1 2PM

and

8PM-I 2AM

Sunday. March 23"' Closing Ceremonies
LIVE @ 9:30AM-12eM and

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Do you know what your DIM \ (,

710 EIGHTH STREET - 3 BR house. Limit 3
people. Two Baths. Air conditioned. Washer/
dryer hookup. $999.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.

Do you have QUESTIONS about what
you can eat that is HEALTHY ?

714 EIGHTH STREET - Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.

Are \OlJ vegetarian and looking for vegetarian

OPTIONS?

3PM- 6:30PM

Send Marathon Mail to your friends at DM!
bg24ncws@hotmail.com

www.bgsu.edu/bg24

Your Official
'JJ>sui(se
MmrnffJun!!.
Station

146 1/3 MANVILLE ■ One BR upper unit. Limi
2 people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/03.

Come for a FREE Dining Unil Tour ond nutrition information
given by Registered Dietitians from Dining Services and The
Wellness Connection
3/20© 1:30 Founders

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

3/25 ©1:30 Sundial
3/27 @ 1 30 Commons
Call 372-WELL to register

Living
Downtown
114 S. Main SI. 3 3,7&9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above
Wi/.ird Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric/heat. 03 $375, «7 $355. 09 $385/month for a 12 month lease.
Ill S. Main St. '12&13: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above
Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Resident pays all utilities. »12 $340, 013 $395/month
for a 12 month lease.

$25.00
Toward Any One 14K
Solid Gold Wedding Band

117 N. Main St. *2,4,5,6&8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown.
All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all utilities. 82 $375, 84
$385, 85 $345, »6 $350, 88 $300/month for a 12 month lease.
315 "' S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment wood deck. Gas Heat.
Resident pays all utilities. Eat in Kitchen. Cat permitted with references. Close to downtown. $485/month for a 12 month lease.

•MUHI Show I.I).
* Limit One Per OIKIOIIHT

128 W. Wooster St. s A&B: Two efficiency bedroom apartments located above a downtown business. All completely different. Unfurnished. Resident pays electric/heat. FREE
WATER &SEWER. 8A $285, 8B $265/month for a 12 month lease.
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K. Howard Fine Jeweler*
139 S. Main
Rowling Green, OH
43402
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BASEBALL GRAVES TRYING TO GET THE HANG OF STARTING. PAGE 10

BRIEFING
BG home baseball
game cancelled
The Bawling Green Falcons
baseball game against DetroitMercy originally scheduled for
today has been cancelled due
to wet Held conditions at
Warren Stcller Field. No makeup date has been scheduled
yet.
The Falcons next game is
scheduled for this weekend. It
is to be the Mid-American
Conference opener against
Buffalo. Game times are
scheduled for I p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.

Heimrich is MAC
Player of the Week
Bowling Green's Undsay
Heinrich has been named the
Mid-American Conference
Player of the Week. This is the
first time she has received this
honor in her career.
Heimrich hit a team-high
.579 last week when the
Falcons competed in
Kentucky and Virginia. She
played in seven games during
the week, making six starts
and had 11 hits in 19 at-bats.
I leimrich earned her first
collegiate hit at Morchead
State Tuesday (March HI.
going 3-for-3 and scoring
three of BG's five runs in the
game.

Herb
Score is
now a
legend

(R

ZACH
BAKER
Assi. Sports Editor

One of my favorite comments
about journalists comes from
the movie "When 1 larry Met
Sally." When Sally tells I larry in
the opening scene that she
wants to be a journalist, he looks
at her strangely.
"So you can write about
things that happen to other pro
pie?"
This cynical exchange makes
the life of a journalist sound
somewhat depressing. Claying
second fiddle to the world may
not be all that endearing of a
prospect.
In sports, one of the most visible aspects of this are the sportscasters that bring us the athletes
and games that are thrust into
our lives via television or radio.
As it turns out. sportscasters
can become symbols of
moments. Whether it's Al
\IK hacls asking a crowd
whether they believe in miracles
at the Olympics, or Russ I lodges
■creaming "The Giants won the
pennant! The Giants won the
pennant!," sportscasters have
the power to turn the good into
great, and die gre.it into classic.
Growing up in Cleveland, I
was able to listen to some of the
best broadcasters in spons.
including Herb Score.
Score was a former Indians'
pitcher who had his career
derailed by a baseball to the eye.
No one knows what would have
happened had (he injury not
taken place, but many speculate
a hall of fame career would have
been in the left bander's future.
As it was, Score was forced to
end his baseball career prematurely, and ended up calling
Indians games for thirty years.
Cleveland Indians fans grew
up with Score. While the Indians
were horrible, you could always
count on the soothing positive
voice that was coming from the
speakers.
If I lerb was depressed by the
teams woes, he never let us in
on it.
Score wasn't a great broadcaster in the technical sense, but
he connected widi fans of several generations by never talking
down to listeners and letting the
sounds of the game be the story
more dian his own voice.
Too often these days, sportscasters try to be the game. Too

WEDNESDAY
March 19.
2003
www.bgnews.com/sports
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Track finishes season 10th
ByEnkBeH
SPORTS REPORTER

The women's indoor track and
field team may not have gotten
top results this season, but they
continue to improve as a program.
The Falcons finished off the
indoor portion of the season finishing in a 10th place at the MidAmerican
(Conference
Championships.
Head coach Scott Sehmann
feels despite the 10th place finish
at die MAC Championships, a
lot of individuals continued to
show improvement.
"Fven though it doesn't look
like we had a successful meet
based on the scoreboard, many
of our kids improved and will
have to continue to grow and get
better so we can continue to
strive for a higher finish,"
Sehmann said.
Amber Culp feels the team will
continue to show improvement
during the outdoor season.
"We've all seen what we need
to work on in order to improve
our times," (iilp said.
"We are progressing well, we
all have had something to overcome." Kristy Paine said.
The Falcons believe that team
chemistry is an important component to continued improvement.
"It's a great team chemistry we
have because die team is so supportive of each other," Melissa
Kreuger said.

The throwers performed
strong down die stretch for die
I alrons. One Falcon who performed at a high level tit the end
of the season was Mary VVillems.
Willems set a school record in
the weight throw at the MAC
Championships with a toss of 62'
1.25".
Willems then participated in
the Alex Wilson Invitational on
the campus of Notre Dame
University on Friday. March 7.
Willems represented the Falcons
and the MAC well as she set
another new school record as
well as a new MAC record in the
weight throw.
Willems had a throw of 62'
8.75" at the meet, besting the
school record she had set just a
week earlier at the M \t
Championships. She also broke
die MAC mark set by Donicllc
Swany of Kent State University
just a week earlier at the \l \(
Championships.
In what Sehmann said was the
"best Held shes ever l>cen a part
of", Willems finished fifth and
finished the regular season
ranked 25th in the nation in the
20-pound weight throw .Willems
missed qualifying for nationals
by 30 centimeters, but she did
force the NCAA to belter their
qualifying standard. She finished
behind four NOW meet qualifiers al the invitational.
Willems had two first place
finishes overall intheindoorseason to go along with a second

place finish at the MM
Championships.
Kerri \U Clung also
performed exceptionally al the
MM
Championships.
Mil lung had a
season
high
throw ot 49' :i"
at the meet,
good
enough lot
a
MAC

Championship.
i he Efrsi place
finish was the
second ol the
season
for
Mi Clung.
The Falcons
also received a
number ol strong
performances
Bom their sprinters in the indoor
season
Alicia Taylor
showed hci versa
tility by helping the

falcons in the hurdles and
sprints during the season.
Taylor paced the Falcon
sprinters With a first place
finish in the 60-meter hut
dies and 60-meter dash
during the season
lavlor Blushed second al the All-Ohio
Championships
and third at the
MAC
Championships
in the hurdles.
Taylor continued
to
progress as
I he sea
son
went
along
as she
es tablishedanew
season best lime al
the
MAI
I liainpionships.
Amy llenrygol die
I ale ons off to a good
early season start in
the hurdles. Henry
finished first in the 60iiH'ler hurdles al die Uni\visit\
of Findlay I )pen and the BGSU
Quthtangular.
Amber Walker is another
sprinter
who
contributed
throughout the season. Walker
had many fine performances
throughout the season in the
200-meter dash and the 400ineler dash, including a first

place finish at the BGSU
Uimien's Open in the 200.
The long disiance runners
were led by Kreuger. The highlight of the season for Kreuger
was a first place finish in the
1000 meter nm at the Ohio State
Invitational against very strong
c onipelilion. Kreuger also had a
first place finish in the 800 meter
nin al die Women's Open and
finished second In die mile al the
All-Ohio
Championships.
Kreuger leels her progression
during the indoor season will
help her improve in the outdoor
season.
"I improved a lot throughout
the season," Kreuger said. "I
want to keep building on that in
the outdoor season."
FJise Gould, who had a first
place finish al the Women's
Open, and Culp are other disiance runners who could contribute for the Falcons in the outdoor season.
Nicole Carter led the way for
the Falcons during the field
events, Carter had first place finishes in the long jump and triple
jump, as well as a second place
finish in the triple jump,
throughout the season. Rachel
Perme and Erin I-eeper are also
expected to contribute in die
outdoor season.
I he outdoor season begins
for the Falcons this Saturday al
they head to Clemson, South
Carolina for the Clemson
Relays.

Softball goes 2-4 over break
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORtS REP0R1EP

A mixture of tough competition
and wnrkingon the fundamentals
gave the Softball team the formula to have a productive tournament this past weekend at the
Cavalier Classic in Charlottesvillc,
Virginia
The Falcons finished llie weekend 2-4, bin walked away widi a
positive experience playing top
cotiipetUlon,
"During spring break, 1 try to
mix in tough competition with
lesser competition, head coach

leigh Ross-Shaw said. "But diis
tournament mmed out to be
tougher than I thought ii would
be.
The weekend started against
eventual tournament winner
Seton I lall. who beat the lalcons
6-3 and 2-1.
The Falcons had trouble gelling
their offensive wheels turning in
both games as they managed only
eight nits in the two games.
"We are going to try to focus on
our hilling," Ross-Shaw said, "i hit
bats were slow, but they should
come around."

The next two games lot
Howling Green came against
Stony Brook and the I. ill mis were
on top ol their game, winning 6-0
and 8-0.
The two victories came on the
strong arms of sophomore
Knsten Anderson and freshman
|j/\rabel. who both buried complete game shutouts,
"Our pitching is much stronger
than last year, Ross-Shaw said.
"After this long trip. I'm really
happy with how they |ieribnncd."
lust as impressive as the pitching was the lulling performance,

which was fueled by freshman
Undsa) Heimrich.
She finished the day hitting 3fbr-6 with a double and diree
R.B.I. and used her performance
to
gain
Mid-American
Conference player of the week
honors,
I ler performance didn't really
surprise me" Ross-Shaw said.
"She played a solid first base and
when she pitched she did a good
job"
The weekend came to a close
with a double header against
Virginia, which beat the Falcons

BG ruggers take Savannah
ByWesHorsinger
Cut SI RtPORTE R

The search for unfrozen
ground led the BGSU rugby
team to Savannah, Georgia
last weekend. In die process
the Falcon niggers cut a swath
through die South, ihe likes of
which hasn't been seen since
William T. Sherman strolled
through the region in 1864.
BG won five matches and
look the collegiate championship of the 88 team
Savannah St. Patrick's Day
Tournament. Indeed, in its
thirty-five year history, the
Falcons have posted a 103-2
record over teams from south
of the Mason Dixon line.
The Falcons defeated
Georgia Southern University
13-5. St. Cloud University
25-6, Kuiztown University
13^. the Savannah RFC 14-<>.
and George Washington
University 41-0. The only setback came at the hands of a
group of graybeards disguised
as University of Tennessee al
Chattanooga by a 21-3 score.
The victories were remarkable in die fact that not was

9-2 and 5-3.

Tlie losses may have came due
ro the fact that these were the
Falcons L'lhand 13th games in 10
days, a busy schedule for anyone
to deal with.
"With a long trip like that, you
lend to lose intensity," Ross-Shaw
said. "That's the one thing we
need to work on. Our pitching is
strong our defense is strong, we
just need to focus on intensity."
The Falcons next chance to
work on their intensity will come
Saturday in a MAC double header at Western Michigan.

Leake,
Pickerel
lead golf
in Classic
ByEnkBeH
SPORTS REPORTER

Chris leake and Craig Pickerel
led the men's golf team to a 14th
place finish in the Big Red ('.lassie
at Lake Diamond Country Club
in Ocala. Florida.
Only two rounds of the three
round tournament were played.
The third round scheduled for
Sunday, March 9, was cancelled
due to thunderstorms.
In those two rounds, Leake
finished with a score of 149, firing a 79 and a 70 in the two
rounds respectively. His score
was good enough to tie for 41st
place individually.
Craig Pickerel carded a 151 for
the Falcons, good enough to tie
for 52nd place.
Pickerel feels with increased
exposure to these types of tournaments, the Falcons will only
get better.
SEE YA!: Prop Doug Ulrich pushes aside a Kutztown defender on his way to a try The Falcon rugby
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learn defeated five team to win the Savannah St. Patrick's Day Tournament.
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ESPN televises women's tourney
By Chuck Schortner
IH( «SSOCI*H0 PRESS

ESPN is breaking new ground
by televising all 63 games of (he
NCAA women's basketball tournament, a commitment the network says won't waver, even if it
takes men's games from CBS.
This will be the first time the
women's tournament has been
televised in its entirety, from the
opening tip of the first subregional game on Saturday morning to the final buzzer at the
national championship game in
Atlanta the night of April 8.
"This is a big marquee event
for us," said Carol Stiff, ESPN's
manager of programming and
acquisition. "We feel this is the
next move, the next logical step,
to give viewers a chance to watch
all the games they want to
watch."
Those plans won't change if a
war in Iraq forces CBS to seek
other networks for the men's
games, ESPN spokesman losh
Krulewitz said. CBS and ESPN
have discussed the possibility of
the all-sports network carrying
games from the men's tournament if CBS goes to full-time
news coverage of the war.
"At this time, our (women's]
coverage will not be lessened in
any way," Krulewitz said
Tuesday. "There would not beany change."
The women's and men's tournaments conflict on Saturday
and Sunday, when the women
play their first-round games and
the men have their second
round. The men play first-round
games on Thursday and Friday,
while the women play the second round on Monday and
Tuesday.
CBS could shift the games to
another of the networks owned
by CBS' parent company,
Viacom. Other Viacom networks
include MTV, UPN, Birr, TNN,
VH1,
CMT,
Nickelodeon.
Comedy Central and TV land.
ESPN has other events on its
weekend schedule as well.

including an NBA double-header
Friday night, the LPGA on
Saturday and Sunday and tennis
on Sunday, so it probably could
not handle all of the men's
games.
The cable network also might
have to take an NHL game,
another NBA game and auto
racing if ABC goes to full war
coverage — but not at the
expense of the women's tournament.
"It's a huge priority for us,"
Krulewil/ said,
The network will show die 48
first- and second-round games
in 21 telecast windows, with as
many as four games being
played at once. last year, ESPN
carried 31 games during the
tournament.
Most of the nation will get
whiparound coverage, with
ESPN jumping from game to
game. Viewers in the local market of the competing teams will
see tiiosc games in their entirety.
The true junkie can sign up for
ESPN Full Court and get every
game on a pay-per-view basis.
Starting at the regional level,
all games will have- their own
time slot and will be shown from
srart to finish. Along the way, the
network will feature different
players and teams.
"We want people to know
more than just Diana Taurasi
and Alana Beard," said Tina
Thornton, coordinating producer lor the tournament coverage.
"We want people to get a grasp
on who they're watching and
why they're watching them."
When several games are on at
once, ESPN will have a spotter
watching each game to alert the
producers of interesting developments.
"It really depends on not just
the score-, but what the story is,"
Thornton said. "Alana Beard
might have a record-setting
point total at the end of a half
and we might go to that.
"So it's not just following close
games. It's Irving to follow sto-

ByGreg Beiclum
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MirtDwdnAP Photo
EXCITEMENT: Western Michigan's Curleta Harris (21) celebrates with Maria Jilian (12) after Harris'
3-point goal against Ball State in the Mid-American Conference women's tournament finals.

rics. Story telling is going to be
die most important decision in
going from game to game."
Finding analysts for the
announcing teams was a challenge, Thornton said, because
the women's tournament has 16
sites for first- and second-round
games, twice as many as the
men.
ESPN tapped some of its regulars, such as Nancy Lieberman.
Ann Meyers, Vera lone-s and
Doris Burke. They then found
others who had done games on
regional networks and held
auditions for some spots.

The auditions brought in
some big names — WNBA players Sue Bird, Swin Cash and Lisa
Leslie and Houston Comets
coach Van Chancellor. Another
WNBA player, former Oklahoma
srar Stacey Dales-Schuman, will
join Rece Davis and Nell Former
in the-studio.
Bird and Cash helped
Connecticut
beat
DalesSchuman's team in the national
championship game last year.
"We're very pleased with
Stacey," Thornton said. "She's a
hard worker. She, Sue and Swin
study very, very hard. They want

to be good at what they do. They
don't want to come in and fail."
ESPN is in the first year of an
11-year, $200 million deal with
the NCAA to television 21
national championships. The
women's basketball tournament
is part of that deal.
"It's a huge undertaking,"
Thornton said. "Don't expect us
to be 100 percent perfect along
the way. We'll probably make
some mistakes and leani from
the mistakes.
"But we're going to grow as we
learn. We're really excited about
what we can do."

War will not stop
NCAA tournament
By Mark Jewell
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ItrultmsaM AP Photo
NO DELAY IN SIGHT: NCAA President Myles Brand speaks during
a luncheon at the National Press Club in Washington.

Sharks
fireGM
Dean
Lombardi

INDIANAPOl JS—The NCAA
will not postpone or move any
men's and women's basketball
tournament games or other
events if the United States goes
to war with Iraq.
"From everything we know
right now. it's in the best interests of the country to go forward," NCAA president Myles
Brand said yesterday, a day after
telling reporters the NCAA was
still exploring options
The tournament games that
begin this week "will go on as
scheduled without any changes
in time, venue or format," Brand
said.

Brand consulted yesterday
with
Homeland Security
Secretary Tom Ridge and members of the NCAA's governing
bodies before deciding.
"We felt diat this was the right
decision, and have no hesitation
whatsoever having made it," Insaid.
The NCAA has spent four
months reviewing options in
case of war. The latest ultimatum President Bush delivered to
Saddam Hussein in a television
speech Monday night "heightened the urgency of our considerations,' Brand said
"We are also concerned that
life go on as normal," Brand
added. "We see no reason, after

consulting with Secretary Ridge,
to make any alterations to our
plan."
Brand kept open the possibility of reconsidering if unforeseeable threats emerge in coming
days.
Because of the current security climate, the NCAA is taking
"extraordinary steps to ensure
the safety of the athletes and
fans," Brand said.
He said it was up to television
networks whether their coverage of the tournaments take
second billing to war coverage if
a U.S.-led coalition attacks Iraq.
NCAA. PAGE 11

SAN IOSE, Calif. — The San
Jose Sharks fired general manager Dean I omliaidi yesterday,
capping their disappointing
campaign with a complete overhaul of an organization that won
the Pacific Division last season.
Lombardi, who transformed
the Sharks from NHL laughingstocks to Stanley Cup contenders
during seven seasons in charge,
was abruptly fired by owner Greg
lamison. Assistant general manager Wayne Thomas will run the
club's day-to-day operations
until a successor is named.
The shocking move was made
three weeks before the close of
the Sharks' first regular season in
six years in which they won't
improve their points total from
the previous season. San lose is
26-33-6-7 this season, last in the
division and 13th in the Western
Conference.
"This season has been a struggle and clearly has not progressed as any of us expected,"
Jamison said in a statement. "We
feel this move is a necessary step
in returning the San Jose Sharks
to the postseason next year."
Lombardi, generally considered one of hockey's brightest
young executives, took over the
Sharks late in the 1995-96 season. He hired coach Darryl Suner
and acquired almost every player
on the Sharks' current roster.
As the Sharks struggled this
season, Lombardi fired Sutter
and traded Marcus Ragnarsson,
It'll Jillson, Niklas Sundstrom,
Owen Nolan, Bryan Marchment
and Matt Bradley, but the team
never turned things around.
In a hasty news conference at
the- Shark Tank, lamison — the
team president and the head of a
group of investors that bought
the Sharks last season — was
evasive about his reasoning for
the decision and its timing.
I .omliaidi signed a four-year
contract extension last summer.
"Right now, we're basically a
lottery team. We need a fresh
start," lamison said. "We wanted
to get started right now. Today is
a new beginning, and we look
forward to some exciting hockey
for next season."
Calls to Lombardi's office and
home weren't immediately
returned.
lamison, who leads a group of
investors that purchased the
team last season, apparently
believed the Sharks' above-average payroll was too much to
spend for a non-contending
team. No other changes were
made to the Sharks' hockey operations.
While Lombardi's player evaluation skills and dealmaking
abilities were commended, the
Sharks seemed to engage in
more annual holdouts with their
top players than any other team.
LOMBARDI, PAGE 12

The Best Summer
Jobs Go Fast
When you're going downhill at 93 mph, time
passes at a pretty good clip. Cedar Point
offers tots of excWng summer jobs
with great wages, the Industry's
best bonus plan and free,
unlimited oert<
Apply now, because the
jobs go about as feet
as the workday*.

Bowline Green State University Job Fair
Wednesday, March 19th
Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Room 202 • Noon - 4pm
Apply online at cedsrpolnt.com or call 1-800-668-JOBS for details.

GedailViintscom
No appointment necessary E0€. Bonuses are paid to employees after they futM their
Employment Agreements. Low cost housing and internshipt available for qualified applicants.
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Win prizes from Papa John's, the
University Bookstore and BG Sports!
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Men's

Al The BG News, we think we know our college basketball. But if you look at
our records in our weekly picks, we obviously don't.
So here's your chance to shine.
Take the bracket to the left, and cut it out of our fine publication. After you cut
it out, fill it out, with the winner of every game, up to and including the championship game on April 7. (We will give you a freebie for the play-in game tonight.)
After you fill it out, bring it to 210 West Hall — the newsroom — by Thursday
at noon.
The points will be awarded on an increasing basis, as each first-round game
you guess right will net you one point, each second round game two, each thirdround game four, each fourth nun id game eight, each semifinal 16 and the
national championship game 32. So it would behoove you to pick the champion. Obviously.
Also, to prevent ties, BE SURE to include the score you think the championship game will end in. Also, be sure to include your contact information on
your bracket so we can track you down when (IF!) you win.
If you have any questions in the meantime, be sure to call us at 372-6966.

REGION

-• n

■ma
• it

basketball tournament

GRAND PRIZE
Win five large One-Item pizzas
and three 2-liters of pop!
419-353-7272

CONTACT INFO

First prize
$50.00 Gift
certificate

BGSU sweatshirt

BG SPORTS

A $40.00 value

Predict the score of the
championship game (In
case of ties)

NAME
PHONE NUMBER.
EMAIL ADDRESS

Woodland Town
Centre
419-353-6969

UNIVERSITY

bookstore!

Attention College Students!

Check Us Out I!
www.homecityice.com

PARKS & RECREATION

Second
prize

SUMMER H[IP
The City of Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department
is seeking several mature individuals to join our summer
program staff. Positions available are: Aquatic Complex
Manager, Aquatic Complex Assistant Manager, Lifeguard,
Swim Instructor, Pool Attendant, Concession Attendant,
Adult Softball Scorekeeper, Park Maintenance, Arts and
Crafts Instructor, Baton Instructor, Cheerleading Instructor,
Youth Softball Umpire, Roller Hockey Instructor, Track
Instructor, Tennis Instructor, Special Events Specialist and
Program Specialists who conduct Day Camps, Nature Camps
and Sport Camps for youth from 3.5-14 years of age.

Great Job Opportunities

Interested persons should bring a resume and complete an
application at the Park office in Woodland Towne Centre.
Office hours are Monday-Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
Direct questions to (419) 354-6223 X 0. Applications accepted until positions filled. The City of Bowling Green is an
equal opportunity employer.

Lexington. KY
lima/Bucyfus
ClevelanoVAshland
Canton/Erie
Cincinnati/Kentucky
MansliekfAshland

I!

Hiring Students Pan-Time NOW and Full-Time During Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !!
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

Bowling Green State University Dining Services
is seeking BGSU Collage students
to work beginning May 11th - Fall 2003

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070

NOTE: May 11th - Fall 2003 work is based on level of
business, work is NOT guaranteed during this time frame.

Located just minutes from Campus!
We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Ust

The Benefits are Endless...'

1-800-933-3575
1-800-894-0529
I -800-674-0680
1 -800-288-4040
1 -800-894-0529

DaytorvSpnngliold
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

Duties Include:

1800 283 5511
1-734-955-9094
1-800-355 2732
1 800 545-4423
1 800 545 4423

Serving Food & Utility Tasks
Pay Rate: $6.20 per hour

No experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
flexibility. Start training NOW
Schedule an interview ASAP.

www.homecitvice.com

SUMMER JOBS!
Female and male counselors needed for a top summer camp in
beautiful Maine. Top Salary, room, board, laundry, clothing and
travel provided. Must love working with young people and have
skills in one of our activity areas.

CAMP VEGA
Come see us at www.campvega.com

SUMMER

Help
Wanted

BGSU
DININO SERVICES

Applications are available at the Cashier station at
Kreischer, McDonald, Founders and Commons
Dining Centers, the Galley, and the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Have questions? Email
UDSsums@bgnet.bgsu.edu Attention Summer
Scheduling or call Laurie @ Dining Services 372-9291

IMARCH MADNESS
$30000 off deposit thru 3/31/03

FREE ROAD RUNNER thru 3/31/03
3 Bedroom Deluxe Apts.
Columbia Court Apartments
• 3 bedroom/2 bath, furnished - limit 4 people
• Close to campusl
• Starting at $850°°/mo. + utilities

APPLY ON OUR WEBSITE!
Fill out the on-line application
e-mail us at camp_vega@yahoo.com
We will be on your campus on:

MARCH

25th

In the Union Building
Room 307
For more information and interviews from IUAM'JPM
No appointment necessary.

Come see us and find out more about Vega!

Heinz Apartments - 451 & 424 Frazee
- 808 & 818 N. Enterprise
• 3 bedroom/2 bath, A/C, fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher & garbage disposal - limit 5 people
• Starting at $900°° mo. + utilities
Mercer
•
•
•

Manor Apartments
3 bedroom/2 full bath - limit 5 people
A/C, fireplace, microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal
Starting at $850°°/mo. + utilities

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm
Saturday 9 am -1 pm

Qreenbrlar, Inc.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

352-0717
www.wcnel.org/~gbrental

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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Graves trying to get the hang of starting
By toe Kay
IHI »SS0CUIED PUCSS

CLEARWATER, Ha. — The
move from closing games to
starting them has got Danny
Graves' head spinning faster
than one of his rally-ending
sinkers.
No one could prepare him for
this.
There's too little time to kill and
too few things to do before the
first pitch. By the time the newest
member of the Cincinnati Reds'
rotation gets to the mound, he's
already had an excruciating day.
Then, there's this matter of the
windup. Graves doesn't have
one.
"It's totally new," said Graves,
who has been a reliever throughout his professional career. "It's
been about 12 years since the last
time I did a windup. No rule says
you have to have it. I've tried like
72 different windups, and 71 of
them didn't work."
No matter. The Reds are
counting on Graves, who saved
30 games each of the last three
seasons, to save the entire
bullpen this time around.
With a wealth of dependable
relievers and a dearth of proven
starters, the Reds decided to
move Graves into the rotation
this season. Scott Williamson,
who throws harder and gets
more strikeouts, will be the primary closer.
Manager Bob Boone and
pitching coach Don Gullett think
that Graves is better suited to a

starting role, allowing him to use
his slider and changeup as well
as his trademark sinker. Graves
started four games near the end
of last season and went 1-0 with a
1.89 ERA, showing he could do it.
The problem: He's not always
sure how to do it.
For instance, the right-hander
hasn't pitched out of a windup
since his pro career started in the
Cleveland Indians' farm system
in 1995. Even when he'd start an
inning, Graves would pitch out of
the stretch.
Now that it would be beneficial to throw out of a windup,
Graves has to learn how to do it
all over again. He threw the first
two pitches out of the windup
Monday against Florida, then
scrapped it completely when
)uan Pierre lined the second one
for a single.
"Sometimes new things click
easy for people, and sometimes
it takes them a long time to,"
Graves said. "This is one of the
things that's taking me a long
time.
"I'm not saying I'm totally giving up on it. If I'm in a regular
season and start pitching out of
the stretch and we're in the sixth
inning and winning 8-0 or something like that, I might give it a
shot."
Gullett thinks Graves' fastball
could gain a few miles per hour if
he threw it out of a windup, but
he concurs that it's better to stay
with the stretch and sacrifice
speed for now.

"He's not comfortable in the
windup," Gullett said Tuesday.
"Ihe most important thing is for
him to feel comfortable out
there."
The windup isn't the only part
of his new job that leaves him out
of sorts. Graves still hasn't gotten
used to the routine reserved for
those who pitch once every five
days.
With his outgoing personality
and easygoing temperament,
Graves handled the pressure of
closing games quite easily. He's
lost when it comes to getting
ready to start.
He'll get to the ballpark early,
glance at a magazine, stretch,
play catch, talk to a few teammates, then look at the clock and
realize there are several hours left
before game time
"It's real nerve-racking, just
having to sit there," Graves said.
"It's just miserable.
"If I start for 10 more years, I
think I'll still be the same on
game day. I'm just anxious to get
out there. I don't want to sit
around."
He could get some tips from
the other starters, but prefers to
watch them and learn by observation.
"I'm just trying to see what
they do on days they pitch,"
Graves said. "I don't want to
bother them with my problems.
They have their work to do.
"I'm still working on the routine."
Among other things.

Gene I. Puskar AP Plmfo

HEADING IN: Cincinnati Reds' pitcher Danny Graves delivers a pitch against the Boston Red Six in
Grapefruit League action Saturday night March 8 in Sarasota, Fla.

Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship 2003-2004
Applications are Now Available

507 E. Merry St.:
Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/heat. Laundry facilities in the
buildings. Private parking lots.
S525.00 per month (2-3 people) for
a 12 month lease. $550.00 for a
9 month lease (2-3 people).

S-f\*«l\rT S7?«*iS
"All Day, Everyday'
Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sal
Sun:

Rental-

NEWIWE
Ken la Is

•••:

v lini Ir.tllx.i'lil llll'l

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

■^^•^'ltlt

NEWLPVE
I-II'M

Deadline: Friday. March 28, 2003

UK ,

,

papa)
cash, checks

Siiudari! -Jpa-jlsiJ j

1 Large
1 Item

The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior,
maintain a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA,
demonstrate active participation in University
organizations, and be available for personal interview
with the selection committee.
Applications are available in the Office of Student
Financial Aid. 231 Administration Building or on the
SFA web site www.bgsu.edu/offices/sfa ,
and click on download forms.

&9+

THERE IS STILL TIME

Applications are now available for the Hollis A. Moore
Scholarship. Mrs. Moore established this scholarship
in memory of her late husband, to recognize a BGSU
student who demonstrates leadership and is active in
community service. Each award will be S1500 for the
academic year.

YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
1«« 1/2 MANV1LLE ■ (),»• UK. upper duplex Limit 2 people.
M73.00 per month, deposit S44l).tW. Tenants pay utilities. Available
S/W/ratoS/H/M.
1JW 1/2 MANVIIJ.F- One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available

LOOKING FOR SUMMER EMPLOYSV

5/17/03 to 5/H/04.
517 E.RKED- At Thuntln One Bedroom. 1 Bath. Furnished. Or
Inlurnishtd.
School Year Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $450.00
151 THU1STIN - Across From Offentuoer Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking.
School Year . One Person Only ■ $395.00
One Year - One Person Only - $355.00
S2I F.. MERBY . close to Oflenhauer. Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00
MB CLOUUt STREET Campus Manor Behind Halu's Two
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $620,041
One Year • Two Person Rate - $520.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $520.00
707 ■ 727 THIRD . One Bedroom Furnished One Bath
School Year One Person Rate - $395.00
One Year ■ One Person Rate - $350.00
tUS THUD One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate • $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate $400.00
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
gag SIXTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year . Two Person Rate $560 00
fine Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
84Q-&50 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths,
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year Two Person Rale - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $530.00
HID SEVENTH. Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year - Two Person Rale - $545.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $450 00
725 NINTH One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rale $380 00
724 S. f OIJ.Er.F. Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 V2 Baths.
School Year • Two Person Rale - $640.00
One Year Two Person Rale - $530.00

SUMMER
JOB FAIR

TODAY!
March 19, 2003
Noon - 4:00 p.m.

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Room 202
GRAND PRIZES
• TV/VCR COMBO
• $50 MEIJER GIFT CARD
$50 KROGER GIFT CARD

II* 1/MMU.M OTHER ONE AMD TUV BEDROOM BMUylmX STOP
/,V THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A 1331.00 NONREFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Wooatcr Street, Bowling Green. OH

u

Career Center
JOB LOCATION a DEVELOPMENT
A DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
•vww.b9su.edu/officel/5a/career
419-372-2356

Located Across From Teco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
-Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
vsww.JohnnewloverealeaUte.coni

r

60 ORGANIZATIONS AND 130 RECRUITERS
LOOKING TO HIRE BGSU STUDENTS

SMRTC

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Ruggers defeat five
teams to win tourney
RUGBY, FROM PAGE 7
HC playing teams that had been
playing for over a month, by also
by the fact that the Falcons had
yet to have a single outdoor practice.
"We l(K)ked a little rusty In the
first two matches," BG head
coach Roger Mazzarella said."By
the championship final against
(i.W. we looked pretty good."
BG captain Vince Staropoli
regarded the tournament as "on
the job training" as the club readies itself for the National
Oillegialc Championships in
April.
"It was a long way to go to hold
a practice, especially considering
that the weather in Savannah
was colder than Saturday's
weather in BG," he said.
The winter rust was evident in
the first match as dropped passes, mental errors and a lack of
discipline kept the score close
against a scrappy opponent.
"Georgia Southern must have
thought the match was billed as a
boxing exhibition and not a
rugby game," Mazzarella said.
"This is, unfortunately, something we have to put up with all
too often — teams resigned to
losing the game but thinking
they'll win the fight."
The numerous stoppages did
take the falcons off their offensive game but a pair of tries by
flanker Andy Luciano and a
penalty field goal by prop
Brandon Burns proved to be
enough in the 13 - "> victory
In the second match against
Midwest Division I rival St.
(loud, the falcons started to
show more of an offensive
rhythm as they upended the

Huskies 25-6. The weekend's
offensive fireworks were all the
more remarkable considering all
the matches were played on
fields that were 48 yards wide—a
full 27 yards narrower than regulation.
"When we get back to a full size
lli-lil this weekend it is going to
seem a mile wide," Staropoli said.
Wing Anthony Wanzer opened
the scoring with a 50 yard burst
down the sideline and was followed into the endzone by scrum
half Vince Staropoli who ran
around, over and through a good
portion of the I luskie defense on
his way to a try. My half Derek
lmes converted both scores.
Imes also booted a pair of
penalty field goals and center
Travis Budd put the match out of
n-M h with a try late in the second
half.
The falcons beat tournament
host Savannah RFC: 14-0 in a
penalty filled match that despite
the score was the Falcons best
match defensively. Rain and cold
contributed to a slick ball that
forced both teams to play a
dump and run type game. With
its tremendous speed, BG has no
peer in that type of a match. Poor
decision-making left Savannah
kick returners buried under a
host of Falcon tacklers. liickTom
Forbrizzio scored both of IK is
tries and rookie wing Ben Gutek
booted both conversions.
BG edged East Coast powerhouse Kutztown University 13-0
in the semi-final to earn a berth
in the championship match. In a
match worthy of two sweet sixteen finalists, the Falcons and
Kutztown hammered away at
etfdl others goal lines in vain
attempts to put points on the

board. BG prop Doug Ulrich
finally rammed over a try from
five yards out to give BG a narrow
5-0 lead. Derek Imes gave the
Falcons some breathing room
with a penalty field goal and eight
man Bobby Brandenstein iced
the match with a try following a
misplayed kick reception by the
Kutztown fullback.
The Falcons finally broke loosein the tournament final, crushing
George Washington University
41-0 in a match that was essentially over just after it started.
Vince
Staropoli
stunned
Washington with a try only 30
seconds into the contest. Derek
Imes' conversion was followed by
a penalty field goal and
Washington was taken out of the
match in the span of 90 seconds
Flankers Garrett Fisher and
Fred Ackermann, eight man
Bobby Brandenstein, and hooker
Rob Pace all scored tries as did
Staropoli for his second of the
match. Imes was almost perfect,
hitting four of five conversion
attempts
Now 5-1, the Falcons will host
the Michigan Collegiate Select
Side on Saturday at 1 p.m. at
College Park rugby field. The
Michigan Collegiates are an allstar team from schools like
Michigan and Michigan State
that is preparing to compete in a
tournament held each year in
Illinois
This will IK- a good strong
match for us," Mazzarella said.
"Tile all-star coaches get to see
our guys and we help them prepare for their competition."
BG's players will miss the allstar event because it is held the
weekend before the national
sweet sixteen.

Read the BG News daily!!!
MEDICAL

Take Your
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

COLLEGE

OF
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Tom Oestrike
Sophomore

Pteathleteoj the week Is selected by The i« I Mew sports
staffdue to their outstandingaceompUslunents,

CBS has rights to
men's tournament
NCAA. FROM PAGE 8
CDS holds the rights to the
men's tournament. But ihe network, which is owned by
Viacom, has discussed switching the games to ESPN or cither
outlets if CHS needs mote air
time for war coverage.
KSPN and ESPN2 already are
scheduled to show the women's
tournament.
The first men's game, a play
in contest between North
Carolina-Asheville and Texas
Southern, was scheduled las)

► Research ractfUes

The Northwest Ohio Consortium t< >r Puhnc Health (NOCPH) offers a
1 (I'll accredited matter of puhk licaltluk^uvr propum UIKTV J MUUVTII
t-jn nufor in environmental and occupational health, and the Department
<ti Puhtk Health ai MO > offers .1 master degree in occupational health
with an ISA* UN 1 iccredKed major In Industrial hygiene. Reasons
■audents chnt*e these degree programs Include

Hefl»Vng Begtns with Knowledge

$16 BILLS.

WORKERS NEEDED
Light factory work (Unpacking, cleaning, ect.)
$6.00 per hour
Flexible work hours available over 3 shifts.
RemTec International

► Rjcuky rmmhvra who are nationally recounted; fuH-time facuk)
metnhcni arc ^*u rally prvpuivd
► < fanes lu/kl Dii evening* and weekends t<> accommodate
most "Aini, schedules
► Small da* NOW 1h.11 alows for more IncUvkhial attention
► Students havingacceas i<> fariuties on ihe campuses .11 MO >.
BG.M and IT
► KxceUcni hanoVon Addwnrk opportunities
Applications for Spring. Summer, and Fall 2003 adnuVsion are
being accepted. ACMIIHMUI nujorv in llcilth Promtnn>n and Education
and I'uNk Health IdminMration aroalsooflcnxlthrough the NOt I'll
Kor IIKHV inioriitition or in schedule .1 JXTMHUI vHt, contact UN .11
1 d'»i W Syil\ nuUk-muntfiiKiKilu Of MMI OUT Vfchsftc .it
www.1iK0.edu -illK pulilK-allh

SPECIAL OFFER

POLICE IN WICHITA. KANSAS.
ARRESTED A SMEAR-OLD
MAN AT AN AIRPORT HOTEL
AFTER HE TRIED TO PASS
TWO (COUNTERFEIT)

TEMPORARY/PART-TIME

► Manufacturing and service Industries
► Government agencies at me local, county, stale and federal
k-wMi. ii'v' 6HA)

► Health-care organizations

night in Dayton, Ohio
[he rest of the first round
Ix-gins Thursday, which would
be alter the 48-hout deadline
Preskteru Hush set fbt Hussein
to leave Iraq or face war.
The women's tournament
hi-gins Saturday.
Besides the basketball events,
other NCAA tournaments thai
could coincide with a wai
Include wrestling men's and
women's swimming and diving,
and men's and women's icehockey.

What Were They
Thinking?!?

NEED CA$H>

OHIO

\N .i"i:in." I»I jmhiu health Issues ■"><! needs Increases, so do the
careei oppoitunJttea i" ti>r Add <<* environmental and occupational
health Professionals who specialize bn environmental and occupational
IK-.IIIII anticipate, recafsnlze evaluate and control harmful factors such
ait chemical spills; air, waste, soil, and i<**i contaminations; harmful
work practices; and Motenortsi activities These profestdonab develop
implement and manage .1 ixn.nl Hope »»t envm miiK.ia.il and occupational
lK-.ihlr |>tt>Kr,mv- As an environmental and occupational IK-JWI imA-vMtm.il.
you can work m .1 variety <»l NCttlngi such w,

Tniiii lestrikealowedjiM two hits in di umingMifworkas
the Mcom liil in Venn l-(i at the IVpsi/lohnny Quik
1 lassie on 1 riday afternoon.
Oestrikestaitedthegimeon tin'moiind fin ihe falcons faring
23 batten iiiiiinn six Inning [he right-handed pitcher alkiwed
fivcwalkv no runs and stmckuut oneb.iiirr
1 he 1 alums had a chance to tie the game up in the hottom of
the ninth inning, hut wen- unable to convert
Despite the 1-0 lnss the falcons still earned four hits from
David Barkholz, litnmy l.ipari. Iloliby Majer and Kevin
LongBtroth.
Coming into this season.! lesoikewnflghtingforaspotlndte
starting rotation with redshbi sophomore Keith laughlin,
sophomores Man Hundley and Buifce Badenhopand freshman
Tyler lohnsoa
I he I alcons are currently 1-7 civerall and have yet to play a
Kami' at home elm- to the wet conditions oi Warren Steflei field
Both yesterdays and iwlay's names have htt-11 cancelled.
BG will start Ihe Mid-American Conference portion ol their
schedule this weekend .it home against Buffalo Ihe first pitch is
set for 1 p.m. DII both Saturda) and Sunday.

436 N. Enterprise
Bowling Green
Apply in person (8am-3pm)
Ask for Jackie

The advantages you want, the classes you need.

Campbell Hill Apartments
NEW CARPET
&

NEW Living Room
FURNITURE
For 2 Bedroom Townhouses
Rented now thru 3/31/2003
Starting at $775/mo. + utilities
Vestrictions apply - contact office
for details

GRFENBRIAR, INC
17
(419(352-0717

Hours
Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm
Saturday 9 am-t pm

Greenbriar. Inc.
445 E. Woosler
gow
Bowling Green. OH 43402
www
www.wcnel.org gbrenlal

N

3UJ JJJ!/J
advantage
Finish on time—Summer courses help you complete your undergraduate degree. A .
schedule of summer classes is available at http://webapps.bgsu.edu/classes.
On-line Courses— All you need is Internet access, and BGSU classes are just a few clicks
away. The BGSU classroom experience and attention are now available on the web. On-line
class information is available at http://ideal.bgsu.edu.
Save Money—BGSU seniors graduating August 2003 may be eligible for a partial rebate on
summer classes.
^f
Who Qualifies—If you began as a first-time freshman at BGSU in fall 1999 or later and
graduate summer 2003, you may qualify.
Receive a Housing Bonus—Partial grants for residence rooms. Apply by April 25,2003.
For more information on the BIG Summer Advantage in 2003
Call 419.372.9141 today!
KEVC<

SMRIS
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Sharks bad start
lead to firing of GM

Falcon golfers compete hard
SWf. FROM PAGE 7
" We are a very young team, so
with experience. V\fe will only get
better," Pickerel said. "We've
been working hard in the weight
room, so hopefully it will pay off
soon."
Other BG players competing
in the tournament were Austin
Chase,
Bud
Ziglar,
Eric
lauderbach and Andy Miller.
Chase fired a 153 in the two
rounds. That score was good
enough to tie for 72nd place
Ziglar had a two-day total of 154,
which placed him in a tie for
78th
in
the
tournament,
lauderbach finished in a tie for
85th place with a score of 155.
Miller tied for 97th place with a

two-round total of 159.
Head coach Garry Winger felt
there were some solid individual
performances, but the Falcons
couldn't string anything together.
"Chris |Leake| played pretty
well the second round on
Saturday as he was two under
par," Winger said. "The problem
was each person played one
good round but nobody could
post back to back good rounds.
As a result we did not have anyone finish high in the tournament which hurts the overall
team finish
Winger wasa little disappointed with his team's performance,
but felt there were definitely
positives they could build upon.

"We obviously did not finish
as high as we would have liked,"
Winger said. "The positive thing
we can build upon is that we
beat three Mid American
Conference schools in which
two had already played a tournament in Florida."
Those three teams Winger
was referring to were Akron.
Northern Illinois and Ohio
The Falcons finished three
strokes ahead of the Zips, who
finished 15th. The Huskies and
Bobcats finished 17th and 18th
respectively.
Fellow MAC school Kent State
took first place in the tournament with a score of 561.
Oilier MAC schools finishing
ahead of the Falcons were

Miami
of Ohio,
Eastern
Michigan and Ball State.
Miami took third place willi a
score of 571, finishing just one
stroke behind second place finisher Austin Peay. Eastern
Michigan took seventh place
with a two-day total of 583. Ball
State finished in 12th place with
a score of 592.
The Falcons will next be in
action on April 4 and 5 in
lluntington, WVa. for the
Marshall Invitational. Winger
hopes the current change in
weather will lust.
"I am hoping the weather
cooperates in the next couple of
weeks to get into some sort of
routine to prepare for Marshall,"
Winger said.

LOMBHRDI, FROM PAGE 8

just didn'l seem to work. Thrrc's a

Lombardi claimed the holdouts
resulted from his attempts to
stick close to a tight budget.
Last
fall,
goalie
Evgeni
Nabokov and defenseman Brad
Stuart held out through the start
of the regular season, which
played a large role in the Sharks'
slow start.
"We didn't get off to a good
start, and we continued to play
subpar hockey," Jamison said. "11

lot of different guesses, suggestions, input as to what happened,
but at the end of tin- day, il was
very much an undetpenbrrning
team."
When San Jose won just one of
its first five games. Lombaidl
abniptly
capitulated
to
Nabokov's salaiytk-mam Is — but
without participating in training
camp, Nabokov started slowly
and never goi into top form this
season.

MEN HAVE AN AVERAGE 10% MORE RED
BLOOD CELLS THAN WOMEN.

Chances that an American lives wifcRin 50
miles of where they grew up:
1 i

ELP WANTED

BGSU
Bowling Gre*n State Univ*t«My

IMOW HIRING FOR FALL 2003 SEMESTER
BG MEWS PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS

<r

We are currently seeking Graphic Design
& VCT majors interested in positions involving the ad design, digital set-up and file
transfer of the daily campus newspaper.

UNDER GRALHIATF

Applications are now available!!!

Computer Production Positions

Pick up yours and return it to 301 Bowen-Thompson

• Late Night PosMens 10pm - 2am: Sun thru Thurs
• Co-op Position Sam - 5pm, Mon thru Fri
■ Part-time Positions (scheduled around classes)

Qualifications
• MUST BE PROFICIENT IN
io tosh op.
and illi.sir.iii.r f.-.f Mac.
PDF knowledge/back ground
a plus.

handling deaolines and
pressure-oriented situations.
Must have an eye (or detail

• Understanding of: design;
type styles & usage, import-

If interested. Call 372-2494
between the hours of 3 pm & 12 Midnight.

s

Student Union by March 21 *at 5pm.

If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP.

Remember, secrecy is paramount!

HOURS

Questions? Call 372-9555 or e-mail us at
thebirds@bgnet.bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/life/

DINING CENTERS & RESTAURANTS

Gain Experience Before
You Graduate!

i

■

SNACK BARS & CONVENIENCE STORES
We are looking for sales
representatives to sell
for BGSU Directories.
you Graduate!

■.

i ih

i.
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.
I
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Build your resume
• Work flexible hours
From April to August
• Gain valuable contacts
• Must have own car

(.1 IK..,
1

I

id.v,

•

■ <■■

II

■

/l>0 pm

■

Call 372-0430 for more information.

Highland

Your future

Management

won't wait.

130 E. Washington St.. BG

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM

Register for summer classes now!
They're smaller, only run 6 or 8 weeks and you'll get the credit you need.
Online registration-http://conted.bgsu.edu
STAR registration-419.372.8966
Summer HELP-line-419.372.9141

1st month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!
(lor Highland & Jay-Mar only;
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher
and spacious, beautiful rooms.
Starts $510, 12 mo. lease.
The Highlands- Senior Grad
Housing, I Bdrm spacious.
large closets. aH new windows, car
pet, some w-new kitchens 8 baihs
Starts $395. 12 mo lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, A/C great location,
ceramic tile, soundproof cons.,
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts S5'0 month.
We II lake care of you Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts., 24-hr. maintenance On
site laundry.

Class schedules at http://conted.bgsu.edu
Summer at BGSU—
Small College Atmosphere, Major University Opportunities

KEVC0DE
70160103

vmww.bghlghlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

SPORTS
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Herb Score becomes a
legendary sportscaster W
SPORTSCASTER. FROM PAGE 7

many talk about everything,
uncomfortable with even a
moment of silence.
Herb Score was not like that.
Fans who listened to him
could hear the game. They not
only knew what was going on,
but heaid everything from the
crack of the bat to the voices of
the loud beer vendors at
Cleveland Stadium.
Score is remembered by many
for his miscues. I remember listening to a game in 1996 where
he was calling a ball hit to the
outfield.
"line drive basehit centerfield,
Lofton goes over and makes the
catch. One out."
When 1 lerb made a mistake,
he corrected it and moved on.
Me was human, and he knew it.
Score broadcasted games

until 1997, when he retired. His
last game was game seven of the
1997 World Series, which the
Indians lost.
In retrospect, it may have
been a fitting end. Score called
more Indians' losses than anyone in history, he should have
been called the most frustrating.
Since he retired. Spring
Training has not been the same.
This is not a knock on
Cleveland's current sportscasters. Tom Hamilton, Mike Hegan
and Matt Underwood are all
dependable and good to listen
to.
It's just that when a legend has
left, it's hard to forget.
Score told us what happened
toothersandnothingelse.We
wouldn't have wanted it any
other way.
(The geographic center •
of North America is nearV^
Rugby, Noth Dakota
^v-

Campus Events
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CO-REC
SOCCER MARCH 19.

Wednesday. Match 19.200313

Personals

Personals

Help Wanted

Few unwanted pounds7 Boost
Energy ' Block Cravings* Burn Fat"
EPHEDRA Free. 45 days $40
419-2882561

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
CO-REC 3 PITCH SOFTBALLMARCH 25

NOT JUST ANOTHER SUMMER
JOB! Female & male counselors
needed for a lop summer camp in
Maine Top Salary, room, board,
laundry, clothing A travel provided
Must love working w/young people &
have skill m one or more of the
following activities archery, arts
(ceramics, stained glass, (ewtlry),
basketball, child care specialist,
canoeing, kayaking, rowing (crew),
dance (tap, pointe. jazz), field hock
ey. golf, gymnastics (instructors),
figure skating, ice hockey, horse
back tiding English hunt seat,
lacrosse, digital photography,
videographer. piano accompanist,
pioneering/camp craft, ropes/climbing (challenge course) 25 stations.
sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, thea
tre (technicians, set design, costu
mer). volleyball, water-skiing
(slalom, tnck. barefoot, lumping)
W.S.I.'swim instructors, windsurfing,
also
opportunities
for nurses.
HTML/web design & secretaries
Camp Vega for Girls' Come see us

Fraternities' Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups

Interested in a loan?
We can help consolidate all your
bills. Call us at 1-866-210-6801.
Good or bad credit accepted

Earn $1.000 $2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
lund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program1
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923 3238 or visit
www.camouslundraisfli.com

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the tacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S « WOMEN'S SINGLES »
CO-REC DOUBLES TENNISMARCH 26

Services Offered

Personals
Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1 -800-293-3965 ext. 626

The Tanning Center
Above Dairy Queen
434 E WoosterSt
Tan until May 9th for $45
1 month $30
353-2844

WANT TO BE THE BIRD'
Freddie & Frieda applications are
available in 301 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. They're due March
21st at 5pm & remember secrecy is
paramount.

Wanted
Couch Potatoes'
$25
Collegecabtetv.com
Female subleaser needed
May-Aug at Sterling University
Call 352-4472, will lower price
Needed 3 sub-teasers tor summer
starting May 17th. Swimming pool,
weight room, free tanning bed. volleyball-basketball courts, balcony,
fully furnished & air conditioned. For
info call 353-2740
Subleasers needed for 2 bdrm. apt.
May through Aug.
Call Melanie or Sara at 352-0158

BGSU
TRIVIA
How thick is the
ice at the BGSU
Ice Arena???

A.
B.
C.
D.

4

1 " inches
2'" inches
3"* inches
5 inches
30| ai|l (0 SSdUtpilJl
em iO) s6uej em si seipui
C,l) iieM-euo pue euo oi
(,,l) iiunoi euo pue euo V

Clinophobla is the
fear of beds.

Call now to receive

M

Am
111 agement

Awesome Rates!
40U single occupancy

st

1

month

FREE
** Free heat & water**

Call (419) 352-4380

CARTYRENTALS
Large & Small Housesj
Still Available
303 F Merry 4 fi Bdrms
Large covered porch

Above all New Carpet
211 E Reed/ Lg 3 Bdrm./ 2 Bath
304 Coun Up/ 2 Lg. Bdrms/ Inc. Uti
309 1/2 E. Merry 2 Rooms/ Could
be a 3 Bdrm apt.
•311 E Merry 2 Bdrm Apis
9-12 Payment Lease, Furn. AC,
some 1 semester leases ottered
several other Aplt. a EH. Avail.
listing Avail. 24 hrs.
office 316 E. Merry #3
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Summer is almost here...

Have a job yet?
Earn up to $10 an hour
5 shifts to choose from
New Hire Bonus
Great Benefits

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
iw check the website
v. v,w. mccca bn.ci tm
Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview.
I & 2 Bdrm Apis. DishwisherOarbagfi Disposal. I"2 BathsWasher/Dryer Honk up (2 Bdrm)

A FEW OPEN NOW

AfEECA
M.iiuittmfni Inc.
Kvergreen Apl. 215 Ei. Poe

FedEx Ground is looking for part-time Package Handlers to
load and unload packages in and out of trailers. Must be at
east 18 years old and able to lift 50 lbs. to apply.

Efficiencies/I Bdrms. Laundry
on site. BGSU Bus Slop.

A FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

Hein/site Apt.. 71(1 N. Enterprise
I Bdrm. A/C-Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
A FEW OPEN NOW

Come see us TODAY at the Summer
Job Fair in the Student Union!

Management Int

Will do u fen semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
al8.W4lh.St. (Willov. Housel
I Bdrm. A/C. Dishwasher.
Carnage Disposal
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St

-:• -►

,«

Ground

FedEx Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
(just North of Airport Hwy.)
Toledo, Ohio
1 -800-582-3577
E.O.E

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Yoga Oasses

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS I

Student Re< Center
Dance Room
March 24-Hay 2
Spring 2003 Schedule
Monday
5:10-6:30pm

Whitewater
Rafting i'
April ll-llj

Wednesday
S:10-6:J0pm

Tuesday
Thursday
4-Spm
4-Spm
S:30-6:30pm S:30-6:30pm

Slfn up tn the SRC by Apr!

•I-H^

Trip Coordinator

atte

Help Wanted

400 counselors'instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww lohikan com
500 SUMMER CAMP JOBS"' NY.
PA. MASS. www.summercampemployment.com or 800-443-6428
Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293 3985 ext. 541
Educational Preschool looking foe
energetic & lun attern. teacher from
16pm Mon-Fn Call 419-832-5437
DONT MISS IT !!!<!!
Today Is the Summer Job Fair
Noon-4. Rm 202 Student Union
Over 60 companies.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS Needed
No exp needed1 Earn up to 150450'day Call now lor immediate
exposure 1 888 820 0164 extl 132

1
5
9
14
15
16
17

COMING APRIL I...
A new personal wcllncss
program. Look tor details in
next Wednesday's newspaper.

Help Wanted

19
20
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
33
34
35
36
37

Help Wanted

Lawn maintenance part & luH time
(or spring 4 summer. Call Steve at
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Customer Service. People person
lor lace-to-face customer contact
Earn $10 lo $15 per hour, flexible
part-time schedule available. Call
Mark 419-843-8674
Dala Entry Clerk
Must be profictent with Microsoft Access Pan time, about 10 hrs. a
week, flexible schedule. $7.50/hr.
Contact IXL Staffing at 353-1540.
Looking for summer job in the
Central Ohio area9 Dedicated
summer painters needed. Work
outside1 Get paid up to $10 hr I
Get your nights off! No experience
necessary1 We wilt tram you1
Contact Josh at 419-214-3557'
Easy walk trom Campus. Work
pt time or full time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
min. ol 15 hrs wk Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
$6.00 hr. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling & packaging of
small parts Apply in person b w the
hrs. ' of 9am-5pm (M-F) at AD
VANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough SI..BG.OH, only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's <S
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.

1

I■
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■1

12
13
18
23
25
26
27
28

m

-

1

29
31
32
34

ACROSS

H ddhcrtng to IMPfN,!
by Spm. H finding
eleco-ontcatly, due by no

date Is 5pm TODAY.
Call 2.2790 for Info

.■

'
■
■
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'

i are avaflable

DIM

I

1■

'

Climbing Wall Staff

W

'

" '"

The Outdoor Program is |
accepting iftpMranonsfor: |

the SRC mam office.

al www.caniDvfltja.cQfn APPLY ON
OUR WEBSITE' Fill out Ihe on-line
application, email us at
camp vega@yahoo com. or call us
tor more intormation at 1-800-993
VEGA We will be on the Bowling
Gfeen campus on March 25lh In
the Union Bldg in the Union tm.
307 tor more information & interviews trom I0am-3pm. No appointment necessary Come see us &
lind out more about Vega1

1

Men's ft Women's Singles
and Co-Hec Doubles
Tennis entries accepted
Mar. 16-26
-

HE1P WANTED

Tired of running
Join Che BGSU Running
Club. An info meeting is
scheduled for 3 19
9:1 Spm in the SRC Main
Office. Email our bgnct
or laurarv: bgnct for
more information

■

Men's, Women*. & Co Rcc
Indoor Soccer entries
accepted Mar. 3-lff*^ -

Co Rcc i-pitch Softball
entries accepted
| • Mar. 18-25

Cost: $30 $40

alone?

INTRAMURALS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

li

Make $1.380 weekly gauranteed.
Call 1-800-827-3889.
Now hiring for spring & summer.
Day delivery personal, day & evenings prep. Apply DiBenedetto's
1432 E. Wooster

Napoleon's 1814 address
Apt. manager
Pie nut
British trunk
Manchurian border river
Make amends
Specific breed of
loot soldier?
Avoids
Pigs' digs
Atelier stand
Eptc tales
That girl's
Jungle vine
City south of Roma
Half a peal'
Slugger's stat.
Bottomless pit
Hindu social system
Get hitched
Dyeing containers
Walk-on part

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
52
55
56
58
59
60
61
62
63

Flows back
Plunder
Squarish
Haa a bile
Serengeti trek
New England sch
Brownish purple
Latticework structures
Transit
" Frome"
Footway specifically for
pumas9
O'Neill play.
37
" Chrislie"
38
Scottish loch
40
Lively dances
41
"Bonanza" character
44
Hooked on
46
Orange variety
47
Slacken
Monty's throw of the
48
dice, specifically9
49
Titled ladies
51
Strait of _ Isle
52
Brainstorms
53
Steam-whistle
54
instruments
57

Washed-out
Ordinal ending
Elizabeth and Robert
Guy
August sign
Building wings
Snow units
Japanese-American
Wnter Bellow
Cubic meter
Iridescent gems
Bath place
Stratum
Specific species of shrew?
Looks
everything
Cogito _ sum
Son ol Seth
Military installations
Viewed
Brooding place
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208/210/212 S. Church Streei
2 Bdrm/ 1 Car Garage
Si..|i In

IHII

nfflu .11 1045 N.

moi

M.HII.II

..ill

(419)353-5800

3 bdrm. apt. close to university!1
Excellent condition11
Call 686-4651

SUMMER JOBS!' $10-12/hr. Work"
outside this summer in fun working
environment wleliow college students. Now hiring motivated people
to fill painter and crew chief positions. Locally and throughout OH &
Ml. No experience necessary,
we Ail train. ACT TODAY!!
1 800-405 6227

4 bdrm, 1 balh house at 516 E.
Reed avail. Aug. 16 tor 12 mo.
lease. $1050'mo. House in good
shape w/nice backyard. 1/2 block
from campus, carpeted, w/ofl si.
parking, unfurnish. except lor religeralor. d w. and slove. No dogs. Security deposit required.
Call 419-885-8307

nc rj'.nni

HIHHBIBlHi

$500 Police Impounds!
CarS'lrucksiSUV's trom $500.
Hondas. Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558
A 2000 Ford Explorer V8. Fully load
ed with sun root, only 53.800 miles
tor just $12,999 Call now at 419699-3304
Super single water bed complete
w/hardwood Irame & bookshelf
headboard $125 OBO Entertainment center tor 27' TV $50 OBO
419-352-8613

For Rent

•• 2 FREE MONTHS RENT
300 block E. Merry. 4 6 bdrms huge
cover porch. 3rd St.. 6 bdrms.. lots
ot parking. Both all new flooring &
could incl. all util.. normally 6-8 students in units lor more into & viewing call 352-7365.
"0304 Apts lor renl.Going last, all
next to campus & in quiet areas tor
study Listings avail 24/7 316 E
Merry H3.353 0325 9am-9pm
03-04 apt in
5750
2 bdrm $400-650
ell 1 bdrm. $250-350
Call 419 353-8206.
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. avail, tn Serene
Park like setting Includes applian
ces. heat, and refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village 352 6335
1 room avail for spring & summer.
Cheap rent. Near campus
Downtown BG 419 704-6621
1 subleaser needed ASAP until Aug
Will pay 1st months rent. Call
419-308-1119.

NEW
FREE
Tanning
Booth!

2 bdrm. apt. $100 oft first mo/ rent
Free heat & water 419 352 4380.
Call immediently tilling up last
2 bdrm. apt. & 3 bdrm lownhouse
available for summer & tall leases.
Call 352 5822
2 bdrm apt avail May 15 $600, located on campus. NO pets and yr.
lease required CM 164 0229
2 bdrm. apt. excellent cond.
Close to University"
Call 686-4651
2 bdrm. lurnished lor May or Aug.
704 Fifth St 9 or 12 month lease.
clean 352-3445

SlfflJNG UMVffi

353-5100

1 V ■J
V s

n

H E
OH a

Lawn maintenance. Experience
helpful. Clean driving record a must.
Call 419 874-5006

LEASES Gr¥LY $250/mo.
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PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEYI Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed; Tennis. Basket
ball, Baseball. Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing.
Biking,
Goll.
Archery,
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors,
Have a grea! summer. Call Free:
(888)844-8080 or
Apply Online www.campcedar.com

FREE washer/ dryer
FREE high speed Internet
FREE 32' TV in furnished apts.
Private bedrooms
Computer lab/Fitness Center/
Game Room
• Swimming Pool/Hot Tub
• SEVERAL Leasing options!

706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com

.1

For Rent

•
•
•
•
•

High speed
Wireless
internet
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Help Wanted

We Offer

FREE

UrnVN i
V H

Help Wanted

CUT OUT UNNECESSARY BILLS!

NO
MONEY
DOWN!!!

.!

-"1
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For Sale

(see office for

ANSWERS
1 S I
8 0 N
i i I

S rj

Management Inc.

Student creative position in marketing Here is your chance to work in a
fun. team-onented atmosphere while
developing your professional portfolio. You will assist w conceptualizing, researching, writing, editing &
proofreading copy lor press releases, paid ads. catalogs, web pages &
more for Continuing Education
programs. Must have advanced writing directions & proficient in Word
Relevant work experience preferred.
Must be available summer & fall
2003 & spring 2004. $7.00/hour.
15-20hours>week Resume* writing samples required for interview.
Call Joanne McPherson. 372-8181.
for appointment. Application
deadline March 31.2003.

s receive

Old king of rhyme
Toll
Dry expanses
Turn red
Bird of prey
Dancing Castle
Casual military
address
Thick slice
Skater Lipinski
Father of France
Pitchfork prong
ET vehicles
Outdo
Sebaceous cyst

Graduate Housing for next year.

Put-in-Bay
Village of Put in Bay is seeking
Dockmasters and Park Maintenance
Workers for the 2003 season. Good
Pay. Ferry pass reimbursement.
Housing avail. Must be over 18.
Call 419-285-5112 or

[Happy Wednesday!!]

-VJ2J / JUC

^"^V
Management in

Hours
Mon-Fri
10-7
Sat
10-5
Sun
1-5

2 bdrm. unfurnished lor Aug. 710
Seventh St. Quiet seniors S grads.
new kitchens, heal paid. 352-3445
2 4 subleasers needed lor 2 bdrm
house on 222 S. College, to take
over lease trom Aug. 0304
$766/mo. all util except elec. inclu
Contact Jen or Katie @ 353-6879.
200304 Apartments
800 Th.rd St
3 blocks oil campus. Call 354-9740

A GREAT apt at a GREAT price!
Avail. 8/15. Furn. 2 Br. Clean, Quiet.
Spacious. A.C. Call 352-1104.
Avail, now. Efficiency. 1 Ig. rm. with
private bath. Unfurn. Grad student
preferred. 352-5822
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$500 S gas/elec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
EFFICIENCIES AVAILABLE
451 THURSTIN Furnished. $300
mo. plus elec. Avail, immed. to 8/9/3
313 N MAIN Furnished. $320 mo.
mclud. util. Avail immed. to 8/9/03.
347 N. MAIN - Furnished. $300 mo.
mclud. util. Avail immed. to 8/9/03.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE OFFICE
(419)354-2260.
FOR RENT
3-4 Bedroom House
419-308-6426
Furnished room w/lreedom ol house
10 a responsible person. $200
deposit. $300/mo No olher bills.
354-6117
Home for 2-4 temale subleasers
close to campus. $350/mo. per
person includes utilities, telephone
extra. Call 373-0907
HOMES FROM $10,000
Foreclosures & repros For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.
House 2 blocks from campus.
3 bdrm. wsh/dry. dshw. microwave.
2 car garage $1350/mo .util. 12
mo/lease avail. May. 419-787-7577.
House lor rent
Immediate occupancy.
241 Manville. Call 352-9392
House lor rent on 939 N. Prospect.
3 bdrm. unlurn. NO pets Avail starting in May, 12 mo. lease $700/mo
Call 419-354-8146 between 1-8 pm
Houses 1.2 & 3 bdrm. apis within
2 blocks ol campus lor 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Immediate opening"
1 bdrm. apt. 619 S. College »4
Call 352 2346 or 419-308-7920.
Large 2 bdrm. basemen! apl. Util. included $600/mo No smokers, No
pets" 353 4528
Lg. 2 bdm apl avail tor sbls May-Aug
2003. WID in unit, 1 1/2 baths. $600
. util. Close lo campus. 353-2269
New House, close lo campus!
835 Filth SI. May lease A/C, 2 balh.
Call 419-352-9392
Subleaser needed Aug. 03Aug.04
$320/mo. 1 bdrm . gas heal mc
pay only electric Call 354 3475
Subleaser needed lor June Aug. at
Sterling, reduced rent. Call Colleen
at 440 667-1751.
Subleasers needed from May-Aug.
Newer. 4 bdrm. house at 421 S.
i>ge Please call 353-2753
Sublsr. needed Mar-Aug 03. 2 bdrm.
1 1/2 balh. wash/dryer in unit. $355
mo & util Call Jen 419-308-8479

